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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
Forests are important in the economy of Tennes see because so much 
of the state is forested. Half of west Tenness ee, for example, is in 
forest ,  and s ince no ot her productive use is likely for the ma rgina l land 
so used, it will probably remain forested. 
According to a report prepared by the Tennes see Forest Industries 
Committee in 1957, industries ba sed ultimately on the forests  number 
about one-t hird of all manufacturing esta blishments in the state. In 
west Tennes see, with half of the area a ctua lly in forest , the forest 
economy forms a la rge part of the total  economy of a region of limited 
agricultural potential . 
The forest s  of west Tennes see are made up of many species of 
hardwoods. Oaks and gums and tulip poplar occur on most sit es of the 
region, but the principal commercia l species are sout hern red and white 
oak in upland forests ,  and in the bottoms , s weet gum and cherryba rk 
oak. On the more moist upland sites tulip popla r is common. 
This is the so-called "Brown Loam" area ( Figure 1), named for 
the characteristic soil s .  This term is now considered inappropriate, 
since the soil s are mostly silt looms rather than loams . They a re 
derived from loes s ,  often with an admixture of sands from the under­
lying Coasta l Pla in sediments .  
As resources, the forests of this a rea should be fully developed , 
and for full development , t he forest s ites must be well understood . Some 
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Fig. 1. The region of loess-derived soils in west Tennessee, showing 
the location of the study area (X). The boundaries shown 
(dashed lines) are adapted from those of the Memphis-Grenada soil 
association as presented in Soils and Men (United States Department 
of Ag riculture 1938}. 
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of them are capable of producing special products of gre at value. White 
oak, for staves and veneer, for e xample ,  yields a fine product on some 
soils of ·�rest Tenne ssee. On other soils it  is  far infsri.::Jr, 
The pre sent study is an atte mpt to measure the variation of 
fore st  productivity in this re gion and its relation to difference s in 
the characteristics of the soils of the region. Know�edge of fores t  
productivi ty of soils i s  invaluable to the fore st owner or speculator, 
for it is the basis  of sales and purchases of land. 
The fore st  ma.nager, too, finds the knowledge of land productivi ty 
e s sential. He is  intereste d  in how much can be inves ted  in cultural 
measure s ,  and also  in a purely silvicultural sense in how spe cie s  grow 
on certain soils--in de termining where e stablished reprod1:.ction can 
be relie d upon, for example. In many are as tulip poplar see dlings may 
be present, but only on sui table s i te s  will they survi-v·e until they are 
fully developed. 
3 
With the construction of ne w pulp mills in and ne ar the area there 
is pres sure to convert fore sts to pine , and inde ed this is advis able on 
some site s. But it is not advisable on all s ite s, and the proble m is to 
obtain knowledge defining the potentialitie s of' the site s and the suita­
bility of the species .  The manager must  know what kind of fore sts he 
should be worki ng toward, and he should know what yields to expect. 
A. THE PROBLEM 
The objective of the study was to le s sen uncerta intie s in the 
manage ment of fore st  land of a spe cific area in west  Te��e s see by 
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determining the relationship bet ween species composit ion and productivity 
of forest lands and soil and site factors.  Specific objective s we re to  
determine species suitabilitie s of  forest sites of the Ames Plantation 
and the productivity potentials of the se sites . 
The ultimate objective was the description of s ite s of varying 
potential in the "Brown Loam11 area so that the characteristics of re­
presentative sites would be known and the potent ia l  and type of growth 
on any site could be predicted. 
Once the potentiality of the site was determined using the height 
at fifty years as  a standard, then the ta sk  would be t o  develop a forest 
land rating system suitable for treele s s  a s  well as  forested areas.  If 
productivit y of the sites could be rela ted to some ea sily measurable 
permanent characteristic of the s ite , then this could be used as  a site 
indicator . 
Species composition might be re lated to  site potentia l closely 
enough to allow it to be used for prediction. If so ,  then the relation­
ship between study trees and forest composition could be used in reve rse 
orde r to predict the growth on a site as revealed by its present com­
position . 
In short, the study was an examination of Bites in the region to 
discover the interrelations between site potential, soil cha racteristics , 
and species composition . 
Scope 
The study was rest ricted to  hardwood forests on an 18,000-acre 
farm in the so-ca lled "Brown Loam" region of we st Te nne s see . The specie s  
5 
studied w·ere five trees of the region which were important to the economy 
of the area and which covered the range of sites on the Ames Plantation, 
B. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
Exvosure. This refers to the direction in which a slope faces. 
An alternate term, "aspect'', will not be used, since it is likely to be 
confused with the term for the seasonal stage of vegetation ( "the autumnal 
aspect" ) . Exposure is also used by some authors for the relative openness 
of the site: "Exposure may be stated in terms of the position of an area 
with respect to adjacent land as for example ridge .!.§.· cove or draw." 
( Coile, 1952, p. 396) . It will not be so used in this report. 
Re:tght at fifty years. This is analogous to site index ( see be­
low ) , but is derived from single trees. It is not an average. 
Site. "Site" is the total environment of any tree. 
� index. This is a site productivity rating custoroarHy defined 
as the height of the dominant trees at fifty years. This figure is an 
average" 
Tree site index. This term is used in this report to refer to 
site index determined from the empirical height growth curve of a single 
tree. 
Uneven-aged stands. These are timber stands in which the trees 
are not of the same approximate age, as they would be in a plantation 
where the trees were all planted in the same year. The uneven-aged stand 
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contains many ages of trees from seedlings to mature or over-mature trees" 
Often the term "all-aged" is used for stands of this type, but s ince this 
term implies that all ages are present, and this is almost never the case, 
it will not be used. 
CHAPTER II 
III STORY AND LITERA TORE 
A. CLASSIFYING FOREST LAND 
The best way to determine the productivity of forest land is from 
actual yield of forests upon that land. In most cases, however, produc·· 
tivity records are not available, and for immediate data to guide manage­
ment the yields must be estimated. 
Site may be estimated and the land placed in one of a number of 
classes according to its apparent productivity. This is the system 
commonly used in Europe. Thus a site may be classed as I, II, III, IV, 
or V depending on its productivity rating (the sites are customarily 
divided into five classes ) . A class I site is the best. 
Site may be estimated indirectly from some factor present in the 
site that is believed to be critical. The degree of its presence, or 
its p resence alone, may be used as a criterion of site class. The 
so-called plant indicators are used this way, and the same assumption 
is used when site quality is associated with various soil and environ­
mental factors. Land with no vegetation on it is linked through one 
of these factors to land on which the yield is known or can be measured. 
Thus on non-forested sites the factors may be studied and yields predicted 
according to their combination and magnitude. 
Plant indicators are understory plants on the site that are 
supposedly characteristic of certain site qualities. They are popular 
because small plants may be present whether or not forests are, and 
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because they are affected by site conditions and develop quickly. Succes­
sion in such communities proceeds rapidly (Shantz, 1911, and Korstian, 
1919). 
Plant indicators, though they have been successfully used in 
northern Europe, have not worked well in the United States, apparently 
due to too much reliance on the indicator value of single species. 
Kittredge (1938) considered community groups much better indicators. 
He regarded individual species as poor indicators of soil differences 
because the infrequent plants were too infrequent and the common ones 
too common. 
There are other drawbacks; species found growing in a stand of 
trees grow under different conditions, and hence may be quite different 
from species growing on a treeless site. Boyko (1945) maintained that 
this is an advantage because lesser vegetation used as indicators may 
reveal conditions of silvicultural importance which the less sensitive 
trees would not show. 
Long (1953) presented a highly developed statement of the plant 
indicator approach. Trees were indicative of the climate and soils and 
geology of the country, and "The shrubs and ground vegetation indicate 
the finer details of the site." (p. 155) 
Yield itself is measured in volume, but indices of production may 
utilize only one of the dimensions entering into volume calculations. An 
index utilizing height, for example, is the most common productivity 
rating system on the American continent. This is the "site index", the 
average height of the dominant trees of a stand at a standard age. In 
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the southern United States 50 years is ordinarily used. Where timber 
grows to maturity in a longer period greater ages may be used as standard 
(100 years in Douglas fir). Jackson (1960) points out that site index 
is based on the effects that critical environmental factors have on the 
first part of the exponential portion of the growth curve. The expres­
sion of the growth curve in site index is indicative of the productivity 
of the site. 
Site index is not easy to determine in uneven-aged stands. In 
such stands it is difficult to get any average tree measurement because 
the trees are of many sizes, and doubtful whether any such average would 
fairly represent the potential of the site as conventionally estimated 
from even-aged stands. 
B. HEIGHT GROWTH IN TREES 
Height growth is used as an indicator of the productivity of the 
site because it is less affected by competition than diameter growth and 
is believed to be closely dependent upon the various conditions of the 
site. As BU.sgen and Mftnch (1929) say, the "rates of height-growth, 
dependent on internal causes, are very greatly modified by the influences 
of the locality, so much so, that in forestry height growth serves as the 
best measure of the quality of the locality. " (p. 16) 
Annual Height Growth 
Within the tree itself, height growth is not an isolated process, 
but is correlated with many other characters. Though the plants he 
studied were seedlings, Wenger (1955) found that height grow�h correlated 
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well with quantitative measures of many stem characteristics. The ratio 
of diameter to length of stem, the length of terminal bud, needle length, 
number of branches, and total height all were related to height growth. 
Most studies show that height growth starts early in the year and 
ends early. Friesner (1942}, in studying height growth in four species 
in Indiana, found that less than ten percent of height growth occurred 
after the so-called grand period of growth. Similar observations have 
been reported by Kozlowski and Ward (1957), Rusch (1959), and others. 
Growth differs in different species. Some have a short season, 
and others have a longer season. Kienholz (1941) found that while many 
species (white ash, red oak, beech, and susar maple) started and finished 
growth early, others (white birch, gray birch, tulip poplar, and poplar} 
grew from mid-June to mid-August. There seem to be different types of 
height growth curves: a sharp upward curve that flattens off in a week 
or so for some species, and for others a long slow climb with no abrupt 
flattening off (Johnston, 1941). 
Growth Throughout the Life of the � 
According to Kozlowski (1955), the shape of the growth curve 
(and its length) is controlled mostly by hereditary factors. This would 
also apply to the curve of cumulative growth. The curve produced is 
sigmoid, beginning with a gradual increase of growth rate, and ending 
with a gradual decrease. First there is a phase when growth is very 
slow; then follows the "exponential phase" when growth increases to the 
maximum; and thereafter follows the decline of growth. "As maturity is 
reached, the height curve begins to flatten out until in old timber 
ll 
heights increase by very small additions per year, even by an inch or two" 
(Chapman and Meyer, 1949, p. 340). Data from oaks harvested on the Ames 
Plantation in 1958 show such a decline in height growth in the older life 
of the trees (Table I). 
TA:BLE I. Decline of height growth with age 
Tree Species Age Mean annual height growth no. Entire Stem To;e 1 or 2 feet 
1 White oak 106 yrs. 0.89 ft. 0.50 ft. 
2 White oak 121 yrs. 0.75 ft. 0.16 ft. 
3 White oak 93 yrs. 1.02 ft. 0.22 ft. 
4 Southern red oak 76 yrs. 1.09 ft. 0.10 ft. 
5 Southern red oak 90 yrs. 1.10 ft. 0.26 ft. 
Kienholz (1941) and Cook (1941) both noted a constancy in the type 
curve of any species which was the same from year to year. Kienholz said, 
In the case of white ash, growth started, reached its peak, and 
ceased at about the same time in each of the four years during which 
measurements were made. In only one year, 1939, was the peak reached 
a week later than in the other three years. The growth curves of red 
oak were likewise similar for the four years, although not as nearly 
alike as the curves of white ash. This similarity was true also for 
red maple and red pine. Those species which had a longer growing 
season, such as larch and the birches, showed a greater amount of 
variation in the growth curve from year to year because of seaso:na.l 
differences of temperature and other factors, although the general 
shape of the curves was similar. (p. 253) 
Most of the literature concerns seasonal growth rather than growth 
over the life of the trees observed. Study of this literature indicates, 
however, that cumulative height growth (growth throughout the life of the 
12 
tree ) is controlled by hereditary factors; differs by species; and wtthin 
species, follows similar patterns. 
C. CORRElATING PRODUCTIVITY AND SITE FACTORS 
In the years since World War II much effort has been devoted to 
testing correlations of forest productivity with various factors of the 
particular sites. The purpose has been to establish some gauge other 
than growth or yield that would be available on sites where there was 
no forest growth. The ultimate criterion of productivity was still 
yield. The correlation of environmental factors with yield, however, 
while not necessarily implying causal relationships, could be used as 
an aid in evaluating non-forested sites. This type of work was needed 
to allow better estimation of growth on sites bearing no trees, or bear­
ing trees of far too young an age to allow accurate forecasting of 
expected yield. 
Commonly these teats were made by using conventional methods of 
tree height and age measurement on sites where forests were present. 
When site index was determined and the factors of the environment meas­
ured upon a number of such sites of differing potential, variation in 
the factors could be compared with variation in the site index to see 
whether they were correlated. If any of the factors or a combination 
of some of them was correlated with variation in site, then the factors 
or their combinations could be used in an equation to estimate site. 
This is a well known approach and has been attempted in even-aged stands 
with many species of trees, using a formidable array of factors. Some of 
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the experience with the factors has been as follows: 
To;pogra,EhY 
' Potzger (1939) maintained that next to climate topography was the 
most important factor in determining forest types in a region. A study 
by Gaiser (1951) of white oak yielded statistical proof that ";position­
ing of the land11 was the most important factor considered. Many 
investigators have found effective differences in site index associated 
with differences in topography. Schomaker (1957) found growth of yellow 
poplar better in the bottomlands. Arend and Gysel (1951) found yields 
of red and black oaks in southern Michigan were better on lower slopes 
than on upper slopes. Working with Collins (1948) on eastern red cedar, 
Arend found that in the Ozarks this species grew better on lower slopes. 
Hills (1950), working in Canada, went further into the effect, maintaining 
that " . . .  the same slope types do not always occupy the same position 
on the slope. . . ", but shift according to variation in permeability 
and available moisture that appear to be functions of slope alone ( p. 32). 
Effective differences in topography are not restricted to the 
steeper slopes. Beaufait (1956) studied willow oak on alluvial sites 
in the Mississippi Valley and found that within the bottomland areas 
"small variations in relief on Mississippi River alluvium make for large 
differences in site index. " In an entirely di.fferent area Smith (1957), 
using this classification of bottomland sites, found that Beaufait 's 
topographic positions held for mapping site quality of cottonwood lands 
in the Lower Fraser River Valley in British Columbia. 
.. 
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Coile ( 1952 ) , studying soil features and the growth of shortleaf 
and loblolly pines on the Piedmont Plateau of North Carolina, found that 
site index increased as the sites progressed from ridges to lower topo-
graphic features (lower slopes and bottoms} but the effect was not inde-
pendent of differences in the soils, spe cifically, of increasing depth of 
surface soil. 
This has been the conclusion of other studies; the productivity 
differences associated with site differences are often attributed to 
greater available moisture due to an increase in soil depth. Arend and 
Collins ( 1948} noted the effect of greater depth to unconsolidated parent 
material upon red cedar. Einspahr and McComb ( 1951} , studying site index 
of oaks in loess-derived soils of Iowa, found differences due to topography 
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and attributed them to moisture differences. S chomaker ( 1957 ) found that 
growth of yellow poplar correlated directly with moisture--growth was best 
on the bottomland sites. 
1"Tarrant ( 1950) called attention to several other soil factors related 
to moisture which probably played an important role. He distinguished con-
vex topography ("ridges, hilltops, and upper slopes ) from concave topography 
( ''lower slopes, valleys, and basins" ) and concluded that 
The predominating effect of convex topography on the site is to 
impoverish the soil of fine material and humus through erosion and to 
remove soluble salts and moisture through drainage . . . .  The predom­
inating effect of concave topography on the site is to build soil by 
depositio� of fine material, soluble salts, and moisture from higher­
lying lands . " ( p. 724 )  
Aandahl ( 1948) , studying slope positions and their effect on nitrogen 
content of soils, concluded that although the soil on the steeper slopes 
is usually thinner, 11 • • •  the other slope characteristics often upset this 
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relationship." Though the sites of steeper slopes often had thinner soils; 
reduced exposure due to north or east slope direction or to the site being 
in a cove, and greater length of slope could offset the effect of this 
factor entirely. 
Similarly, other factors may modify the seeming consistent effect 
of topography. D�1glass (1928), for example, found that growth of sequoias 
bore no clear relation to drainage. Beaufait's (1956) study of willow oak 
sites revealed entirely different effect of topography. In these bottom­
land sites, the higher lands were more productive, and the effect was 
believed to be the result of improved drainage. 
Slope 
Length of slope. In general, great slope length above the site, 
signifying greater water availability from runoff and seepage, is a 
property of the better sites. 
Slope £ercent. Slope percent itself, the degree of grade or in­
clination of the land has not proved to be a significant variable in all 
cases when it was studied. 
Turner (1938) studying pine growing on the coastal plain soils of 
Arkansas found slope to be a significant factor, especially for slopes 
between 3� and 22 percent. Within this range the growth of pine was 
found to be pporer on steeper slopes. Working in Michi�n with red and 
black oaks, Arend and Gysel (1951) found yields to be better on moderate 
than on steep slopes. Einspahr and McComb (1951) found a similar effect 
in oak in Iowa; site index decreased with an increase in percent slope. 
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Zahner (1958a), working in Arkansas, found a decrease of pine site 
index as slope percent increased. On the other hand, Gaiser (1951), working 
with white oak in Ohio, found that slope or pitch of land did " not 
perceptibly influence site quality (p. 11)." Arend and Gysel (1951) found 
that oak yields were larger where degree of slope was less but that this 
effect was much less than that of soil texture or topographic position. 
The effect of slope may be related to depth of the A horizon, and 
so the effect related to moisture-holding capacity as discussed under 
topographic position above. Norton and Smith (1930), studying forested 
loessial soils of Illinois, found that when slopes increased from 0 to 
13 percent a decrease in depth of the A horizon from 24 inches to 9 inches 
occurred. 
Ego sure 
The effect of exposure is probably mainly due to insolation dif­
ferences and their ef'f'ect on soil moisture. Cooper (1959) found in 
measuring microclimate on north and south facing slopes in eastern 
Michigan, that "soil temperatures were highest on south-facing slopes11 
and "soil-moisture levels were higher on north facing slopes." 
Effects of exposure have been examined experimentally a number 
of times. Einspahr and McComb (1951), working with oak on loess-derived 
soils in Iowa, found site index to be 8 to 12 feet higher on north and 
east than on south and west exposures. 
The effect of exposure is apparently closely dependent upon the 
species of tree. With yellow poplar, Schomaker (1957) found survival 
poorest on south slopes. Gaiser (1951} found white oak in Ohio grew 
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best on northeast exposures and poorest on slopes facing southwest and 
west. Potzger (1939), in Indiana, noted that south�facing slopes supported 
oak-hickory forests and north-facing slopes forests of beech and maple. 
In areas of great relief the effects of exposure on composition are 
well known. There is also an effect on yield. As Auten points out, 
Cool, moist sites on this forest have been observed to give double 
the volume increment as did dry exposed sit es on the same soil type. 
So pronounced is the effect of soil moisture that this factor alone 
often causes a change of tree type from the oak, chestnut on the ridges 
to the hemlock-birch, tulip poplar type in coves. (Auten 1930, pp. 56-
57) 
Records of actual climatic values on slopes of different exposures 
are not common. Byram and Jemison ( 1943) presented intensity of radiation 
for various north, south, and east-facing slopes as a fraction of the maxi-
mum; and they also presented the duration of radiation in hours for slopes 
of 100, 40, and 20 percent. 
An interesting study of insolation was made by Boyko (1945). He 
studied yearly insolation at Jericho in Palestine, a region of dry climate 
at a latitude approximating that of El Paso, Texas or Albany, Georgia. 
Boyko presented graphical data for north-northeast compared • .. ri th south-
southwest exposures. On the former, insolation per square centimeter per 
year declined 2 kilogram-calories for each degree rise in slope ( a 20 
kilogram-calorie reduction for a ten-degree rise in slope ) . South-south-
west exposures showed an increase of about two thirds of a kilogram-
calorie for each degree increase in slope up to thirty degrees, after 
which it declined at a rate of about two kilogram-calories for each degree 
rise in slope. The decline was at the same rate as on the north-northeast 
slopes. 
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Microrelief 
Microrelief is important because of its effect on depression storage, 
hence on infiltration. Depression storage is defined by Horton (1935) as: 
The volume of water, expressed as depth on the entire surface of a 
drainage basin, which is required to fill depressions, large or small, 
to their overflow levels. ( p. 2 )  
Smooth, flat areas allow little depression storage. Rougher micro-
relief permits a more extended stay of water on the soil, and more infil-
tration. 
Krumbach (1959) studied soil moisture and bulk density as affected 
by microrelief and found differences but rather small ones. He was inves-
tigating small-scale topography in flat bottomland areas, and used a 
0.3-foot contour interval. 
Soil Mapping Units 
Any demonstrable correlation of soil series and types with site 
index classes would be useful and immediately applicable, since basic 
soil classification and mapping are reasonably well advanced in the region, 
and recent detailed maps are available for Benton, Decatur, Henry, and 
Henderson counties, Tennessee, and for the Ames Plantation. However, soil 
mapping units have proved of limited usefulness as an index of forest 
productivity because there is so much variation within classes. 
A significant relationship between soil type and forest productiv-
ity has been looked for in vain by many investigators. Arend and Collins 
(1948) studying eastern red cedar sites in the Ozarks found that "no 
apparent important difference in occurrence, growth, and character of the 
natural stands examined could be associated with these different upland 
soil types . ( . . .  soils derived from limestone, dolomite, cherty 
limestone, and mixtures of sandstone and limestone, and from sandstone 
alone . . . .  ) t! ( p. 510-11) 
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A few investigators have had more success in relating soil types or 
series to productivity. Notable among these is a recent study by Broadfoot 
and Krinard (1959} who developed a method of estimating site quality for 
sweet gum starting with a basic breakdown into " . . .  standardized series 
II and phase, after which aweetgum site index can be read from a table . • .  
( p. 1} Ray and Lawson (1955) found a significant relation between site 
index of four species of trees in the Ozarks and nine soil types based on 
depth, permeability and stoniness of surface soil. The relation is to soil 
"groups", generalized categories based on prominent soil characteristics. 
Soil Structure 
Soil structure is not often cited in site index work, probably 
because it is difficult to measure. Considering its importance in fertil­
ity, it should not be slighted. There are occasional references to its 
use. Diebold (1935) regarded it as one of the moat important soil prop­
erties in the region he studied, northeastern United States. 
Soil Moisture 
The soil factor studied most frequently, and the one often kept in 
mind when many others are studied is the available moisture content or 
total water-holding capacity of the soil. As Lunt says (1939) of the 
second-growth stands of Connecticut, 
Site quality is the resultant of a number of environmental factors, 
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chief of which are those affecting the water economy of the tree; viz. , 
available moisture, topography and depth of the soil. ( p. 426) 
Though the available moisture is of great importance to the growth 
of vegetation, and consequently to site index, it is possible that the effects 
do not always occur in the same way. It may be that it is not so much the 
water-holding capacity of the soil that is important but the rate the vol-
ume is refilled with water. Williams {1956) pointed this out. "It is 
probable that the maximum water-holding capacity of the soils is not as 
important as their rate of recharge. In soils of high permeability this 
may be rapid, but in soils of low permeability the recharge of subsoil 
moisture may occur only through deep cracks11 ( p, 138) . In relation to this, 
Rills (1952) wrote of using pore pattern, as "the effective combination of 
the texture and structure of the soil . . . to indicate potential soil 
moisture within each local region . .  
• " ( p. 130) . The horizon examined, 
however, would necessarily be interpreted with regard to the texture of 
overlying layers and its effect on infiltration. 
That moisture availability is regarded as so important in site 
quality is because of the great use of water by trees and stands. Veih-
meyer and Hendriksen ( 1927) , studying French prune trees in containers, 
found an apparently consistent ratio of length of growth to water use. 
Some of the great changes in soil moisture are due to the trees 
themselves. Douglass ( 1960) , studying soil moisture distribution in a 
sixteen-year-old pine plantation, found it to be evenly distributed at 
the beginning of the growing season, but by the end of the growing season, 
the highest content was midway between trees. Lunt (1934) , working with 
pines and oaks on Connecticut soils ( Merrimac coarse sand ) found that 
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moisture content values in percent of the moisture equivalent, 
• . .  were lowest in the immediate vicinity of the tree base, and 
they increased in irregular zones With increased distance from the 
trunk, and with depth. In other words, while the highest percentage 
of moisture in the upper 4 feet of soil was found at about 1 foot, 
the highest relative wetness values were found at the 3- or 4-foot 
levels. ( p. 703 ) 
Recent studies have given us much information about the use of 
water by stands of timber. We know that such use can be very high. 
Moehring ( 1960), for example, concluded after studying data for Arkansas 
that 11 • • •  well stocked stands of pine or hardwood will use up to 8 inches 
of water per month during the summer months if the water is available • . . 11 
( p. 7). 
Lull and Axley's (1958) work in the Coastal Plain sands of New 
Jersey indicated that water use is the same for different types of timber. 
In the Pine Barrens of this area, soil moisture measurements 11 • • •  indi-
cated that stands of shortleaf pine and oak scrub used about the same 
amount of water at about the same rate from the upper 5 feet of soil" 
( p. 17) . 
Just how generally this can be applied is not clear. It may be 
that these two vegetation types have similar root distribution, for 
apparently their effect on the soil moisture is similar. But forest 
vegetation may act in another way. Zahner ( 1958), from his studies in 
Arkansas, found that when the understory was eradicated from plots, 
water loss in the summer was not as great. As long as moisture was not 
critical, water use from all types of vegetation studied was about the 
same. 11By July, however, as the soil dried, moisture levels in plots with 
no hardwood understory were more than 50 percent greater than in plots 
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with the understory present. " ( p. 183 ) 
This has been found before. In 1928, Adams reported that jack pine 
growth was retarded by decrease in the amount of available soil water and 
root competition. And later Metz and Douglass ( 1959 ) concluded that the 
depleting effect of roots was especially obvious in the "surface 66 inches 
of soil" ( p. 11) . 
Although as a general rule productivity increases with increase in 
soil moisture, it may be adversely affected by water supply so great that 
it interferes with aeration. This is well illustrated by Kittredge's ( 1938 ) 
data for aspen in Minnesota and Wisconsin. He found that sandy surface and 
C horizons had different effects depending on whether the site was xeric or 
hydric. In xeric habitats sandy horizons decreased site quality, but in 
hydric habitats sandy surface horizons improved site index, presumably 
because they improved drainage. 
Shipman and Rudolph ( 1954) found in Michigan that growth of young 
poplar was much better on sites where conditions enhanced all aspects of 
the moisture regime. Rusch ( 1959 ) ,  studying height growth in white pine 
in New Hampshire, attributed differences in height growth on the four plots 
to " • . .  differences in available moisture. Other environmental character­
istics were very similar on all plots. "  
Studying western mountain vegetation types, Pearson ( 1920) concluded 
the most significant soil characteristic relative to their distribution was 
available water. Gaiser, studying white oak in Ohio {1951) ,  found that 
site index increased with total available moisture in the A horizon. Ship­
man (1953 ) found that soil moisture through the growing season was the 
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" pr inc ipal limiting factor contributing to the marked differential 
hei ght growth of plantation-grown tulip poplar" (p. 129). 
The actual immediate effect of water in limiting or enhancing growth 
i s  not well understood. Although water plays a part in the photosynthesis  
reaction its role s in  the solution of nutrients in  the soil  and in  the 
elongation of cells are probably much more l imiting . Wiersum (1957) has 
reported the studies of Visser and Goedewaagen as  present ing another facet 
of water's role in plant growth . They 11 • • •  not iced that roots of flax 
could penetrate a dense subsurface layer in a loam soil early in the spring 
when the soil was still moist and plastic . 11 When later th:!.s layer hardened 
because of des ic cation, downward root growth wa s  severely restricted (p . 84 f.) . 
One of the very common measurements made in soil studies is  that of 
depth to mottling . Mottling is  a ccepted as a reliable indi cator of imper­
fect aeration in the so il. Thus a soil with strong mottling or with 
mottling c lose to the surface is re�rded as one in which drainage and 
aeration are poor . Aeration is  intimate ly associated with soil moi sture , 
s ince they are complementary functions of the pore space in the s oil . 
Barnes and Ralston (1955), working with slash pine (� elliottii Enselm) 
in Florida, found site index increased with mottling depths up to 30 or 
40 inches . At greater depths site index decreased slightly. 
Generally, growth is  better--site index i s  higher- - on s ites where 
drainage is good. The association of high s ite index and adequate drainage 
is commonly made, Diebold (1935), for example, noted that s ite index wa s  
better on well-dra ined soils. A ird and Stone (1955) found that growth of 
European and Japanese larch in New York State wa s  11 • • most closely 
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related to drainage class, and to depth of soil above a layer restricting 
root development . "  {p .  428 ) . Growth differences are most noticeable when 
sites of adequate drainage can be compared with those where the drainage 
is poor. Growth is generally less on "moist" and "wet" sites . This may 
even be qualified, as it was by Zahner's work, when it was shown that 
productivity could be improved by increased drainage only if the drainage 
was not increased too much--was not excessive . This is the reason that 
ridges are regarded as poor sites . As Zahner noted (1958a) site index 
was " .  better on areas with just adequate drainage than on flat areas 
with no drainage or on slopes with good drainage . " 
A relatively new idea in the interpretation of drainage effects was 
recently introjuced by Applequist (1960). He suggested that flooding may 
not be a condition that swamp species simply tolerate between more favor-
able mesic conditions . 
The somewhat common belief that swamp species "tolerate" flooding 
but actually make their best growth under well-drained conditions 
deserves critical analysis . . . .  It is suggested that the hydrophytic 
swamp blackgum and tupelogum may not only tolerate but may literally 
thrive under flooded or near-flooded conditions. {p. 62-3) 
Hosner {1959) cited the frequent presence of species ill-adapted 
to saturated soils {pin oak, hackberry, and cherrybark oak ) " .  . . on 
wetter sites than cottonwood and sycamore . . , " as evidence that effects 
other than flooding were involved in species determination on these sites . 
The true answer may be somewhat like that which Smith (1957) gave 
for cottonwood on alluvial soils in British Columbia: 
Cottonwood grows poorly where water is stagnant; flooding, with 
fast, moving water that is rich in oxygen and nutrients, speeds growth . 
Stagnant pools . . .  shorten the effective period of growth . . . .  Fine 
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sedtments . . • may inhibit aeration, slow percolation of summer rain, 
and reduce growth . • • Ridges of sand that have been cut off from the 
main water channels are likely to suffer from drought in dry summers 
but sand ridges along main stream channels support many excellent stands 
of cottonwood . (p. 580) 
Relative survival of various species under drainage stress was studied 
in seedlings by McDermott ( 1954) . He found that after saturation of the 
substratum and later drainage u • • •  river birch and red maple seedlings 
recover very rapid ly, sycamore rapidly, and American elm and winged elm 
at a moderate rate. " Saturation intervals up to 32 days did not seem to 
affect alder seedlings and their growth was actually improved by short in-
tervals of soil saturation. Potzger found ( 1939 ) that lowland forests were 
invaded by beech " . . .  as soon as soil is elevated ten to twelve inches 
above the water table. u 
Generally, internal drainage is thought to be primarily an effect 
of soil texture--sandier soils are better drained than siltier soils even 
though their over-all productiveness may be ltmited in other ways . Broad-
foot and Krinard ( 1959) , studying sweet gum sites , used internal drainage 
as one of a set of factors in estimating productivity of sites in the 
Mississippi River floodplain. In such low-lying areas the adverse effects 
of poor drainage are particularly striking. Where drainage is deficient, 
site quality is poorer . Diebold ( 1935) found t his to be true of native 
hardwoods on gla cial soils in New York. Kittredge ( 1938) found it in aspen 
in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Moisture increase improved site c onditions 
except where drainage was deficient. Under deficient drainage, site index 
decreased with increase in moisture . Donahue ( 1940) , studying conifer 
plantations in New York, found sites to be poorer where internal drainage 
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was poor, and Stone , Morrow, and Welch { 1954 ) assoc iated stunting and dying 
of red pine in plantations with impeded so il drainage . 
Soil condit ions can be improved by artificial  drainage . Pruitt ( 1947) 
found that dra inage at pocosin margins affected the height growth of tree s .  
Wilde and Pronin ' s  data ( 1949 ) show that on s ilicious gley sands in Wis consin, 
s ite index of quaking aspen increased with increases in depth to the water 
table to 32 inche s . Below that , as depth to the water table increased, site 
index increased . 
Soil Texture 
As a soil factor affecting site index, soil texture is re�rded a s  
of great importance .  The probable reason for this is  that soil texture ha s  
a fundamental effect on moisture content of the soil : 
In c oarse-textured soils the moi sture tens ion change s relatively 
little from field capacity almost down to the wilting percentage and 
at that point changes rather precipitously to permanent wilting per­
centage . Moisture tension-moisture content curves for finer textural 
grades of soil do not exhibit such a sharp break and indicate that 
water is withheld from plants with appreciably greater energy over 
the lower part of the range than over the upper part . In terms of 
energy relat ionships the water in such soils be comes gradually less  
available as  moisture content decreases from field capacity to wilt ing 
percentage . (Kozlowski , 1955, p .  509 ) 
In view of the importance of soil texture in soil water regimes it 
is not surprising that site index has often been si gnificantly related to 
textural values . On upland sites the textural values that improve site 
index are those that improve water supply to the stand . Arend and Gysel 
( 1951) found that in soils of southern Michigan the yield of red and black 
oaks on flat land in general increased with clay content . Specifically, 
though, they found that, 
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• . . oak yields are low on light sandy soils and upper slopes where 
moisture can dra in away .  However, on lower slopes where drainage i s  
impeded and the soil moisture can b e  replenished from above , the yields 
of oak are high regardless  of the soil texture . 
The �neral increase of site index with increase in the proportion of 
finer soil particles has been reported by numerous investi�tors . In 1929, 
Ha�g published a study of red pine in C onnecticut showing an improvement of 
s ite a s  the s ilt and clay percent in the A hori4on increased . Zahner ( 1958a ) 
found in Arkansas that the s ite index of loblolly and shortleaf pine increased 
with the increase of silt and clay content of the subsoil . Hickock et al . 
( 1931 )  found that s ite index of red pine in C onnect icut was correlated with 
increases of silt and clay in the soil up to 25 percent . Broadfoot and 
Krinard ( 1959 ) found that sweet gum sites were better where clay content 
was higher . Applequist ( 1960 ) , also studying hardwoods on alluvial soils , 
found that s ite index was directly related to the percent clay in the least 
permeable layer of the soil . An unpublished report of Allen ( 1959 ) of 
T .V .A . on a cooperative soils investigation in north Alabama and Miss issippi 
has presented a correlation of site index of loblolly and shortleaf pine 
with increase of clay in the subsoil . Stoeckeler ( 1948 )  found that  a spen 
in the Lake State s showed site increases with increase of silt and clay 
content of the A and B horizons . Barnes and Ralston ( 1955 )  found site index 
of slash pine to increase with the silt plus clay c ontent of the heavie st 
soil horizon .  Increases in silt-clay content up to twenty percent caused 
improvement in s ite index . Above that there was no added effect . Shipman 
( 1953 ) found that tulip poplar height growth was assoc iated with the amount 
of fine clay . The Southern Forest Experiment Station ' s  Sewanee Research 
Center ( 1959) has reported a s imilar relationship for loblolly pine on the 
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Cumberland Plateau . Dingle and Burns (1954) found s ite index of shortleaf 
pine on loess-derived soils t o  be assoc iated with the percent clay in the 
A horizon .  
I t  i s  apparent that texture of the A horizon and of the B horizon 
have different effects . In class ifying the productivity of pine sites in 
Arkansas ,  Zahner (1958a) found the texture of the sub soil effective . In 
a ddition, for azonal soils he used the texture of the surface layer, and 
for z onal s oils , the thicknes s  of the surface layer . He found that in 
azonal soils site index of loblolly pine (there was not much shortleaf 
on these s ites ) decreased with the increa se in s ilt content of the surface 
soil but increased with the increase of the s ilt plus clay content of the 
subsoil . 
This relat ion between the horizons was marke d  by Smith (1957) who 
studied the growth of cottonwood in British C olumbia on alluvial soils . 
He ma inta ined tha.t uat least 18 inche s of loam or heavier soil are re­
quired for good growth if soil is underlain by gravel . I t  It is not certain 
that this i s  a technical usage of the word 11loam11 , but it is app:�. rent that 
Smith was speaking of the increa se of the finer particles in the soil . 
Westveld (1933), studying uneven-aged stands of northern hardwoods , 
found sandier soils better than s ilty soils ,  and s ite index decreas ing 
when soils were shallow or stony or when subsoils were clayey or c onsist ­
ing of coarse sand or grave l .  Turner (1938), studying C oastal Pla in soils 
in Arkansas in relation to pine growth, found that growth was better where 
the texture was looser, and conc luded that this was because of better 
aeration and drainage . 
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Increase in clay content as related to increa se of s ite quality was 
reflected in Young ' s  ( 1954) findings . He found tha t site index of spruce 
( no specie s was indicated)  increa sed with the increa se of the imbibitional 
water value of the A horizon .  This  was a refle ct ion of soil textura l dif-
ferences. , since imbibi tional water values are greater where textures are 
finer . 
Barrington ( 1930) discusses a method that may be effe ct ive in 
rating soils in Tenne ssee bottomlands , particularly those where soil is 
immature and is  made up of layers of silt and sand . He used what he called 
the "texture index" in evaluat j ng forest soils in Burma . He plotted 
texture indices downward from the ground surfa ce us ing the indices as the 
horizontal scale and depth as the vert ical scale . Lines drawn between 
the points showed a "profile"  characterist ic of the soil . Barrington 
maintained that the best soil would not have sharp peaks ; in other words ,  
would not have great abrupt changes in texture . His texture index wa s  
obta ined by comput ing surface area we ighted by the percentage of the 
classes of part icles in it for each depth : 
Thus 10 per cent . of clay gives a relative surface area of 7 . 92,  
5 per cent . of fine s ilt 0 . 79 ,  7 per cent . of s ilt 0 . 28,  20 per cent . 
of fine sand 0 . 16, 25 per cent . of coarse sand 0 . 04,  and 33 per cent . 
of fine gravel 0 . 02 ;  giving a textural index number of 9 . 21 for a 
sample containing those percentages . ( p .  146)  
Using this system, Barrington obtained " 1 .  09 for a gravel and 42 . 37 
for a ca lcareous clay" ( p . 146) . 
Applequist ( 1960) used a texture-depth index in testing the attri-
butes of alluvial soils . This was " . . .  the ratio of the silt-plus -clay 
content of the least permeable horizon to the depth to the least permeab le 
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horizon . "  This figure , however, was not a s  effe ctive in s ite predi ct ion 
as  the separate sand or clay percentage . 
Soil Depth Measurements 
Increase in s ite inde� has often been found to be related to an 
increase in depth of the soil or of one horizon.  Jackson ( 1960) pointed 
out that Coile and Schumacher , Ralston, Gaiser, and Metz all found s ite 
index to be correlated with some measure of effe ctive soil depth . 
Often this has been the depth of the surface soil . Zahner ( 1958a ) 
found this to be true of loblolly and shortleaf pine in Arkansas . Site 
index increased with the thi ckness  of the surface soil {A horizon) up to 
18 inches . In north Mississippi and Alabama , a cooperative study by the 
Tennessee Valley Authority (Allen, 1959 ) yielded similar re sults . 
The same relat ion was found by Ga iser ( 1951 ) for white oak on the 
gray-brown podzolic soils of southeastern Ohio and by Dingle and Burns 
· ( 1954) for shortleaf plantations on s ilt loams derived from loess in 
Missouri . 
The thickness of the ent ire solum has proved an effective indicator 
in some areas . Diebold ( 1935 )  found s ite index of hardwood on young 
glacial soils was better where soils were deeper . Einspahr and McC omb 
( 1951 ) , working in I owa with oak, found site index to increase with an 
increase in the depth of the soil "to unconsolidated bedrock . "  Similar 
data were found by Kittredge ( 1938 )  for aspen in Minnesota and Wis consin .  
When the rocky substratum wa s  at shallow depths , site index wa s  low . 
Depth to a change to a finer texture was found to be dire ctly 
correlated with rate of he ight growth of slash pine by Barnes and 
Ralston ( 1955) in Florida, but the same chara cterist ic used on alluvial 
soils by Applequist ( 1960) was not as  effective . 
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When measurements are carried far enough, it is  found that at s ome 
point added increases have no further effect . Zahner ' s  report on loblolly 
pine ( 1958a ) showed an increase in site index with increases in thickness  
of the surface soil, but only up to  eighteen inches . Beyond that depth 
site index did not increase . In white pine and spruce ,  Young ( 1954) found 
that increa se in the depth of the A horizon reduced site index . 
Alluvial Soils � � Special Class 
Bottomlands form a large proportion of the forest lands of the 
study area , and they are important not only because of their extent , but 
also because more growth of timber and timber of higher quality occur on 
these lands . Soils there differ from upland soil s ,  and it is possible 
that their examinat ion may require special techniques . 
The difference in approach i s  well illustrated by the conclusions 
of Smith ( 1957 )  who studied growth of black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa 
Torr . & Gray) on alluvial soils in British Columbia and found no single 
soil factor was a satisfactory indicator . "Many combinations of texture, 
porosity, depth, depth-.to-water .. table , and nutrient status • • . .  " ( p .  580) 
were associated with good s ite index, but he cons idered no one factor by 
itself consistent enough . 
Smith felt that the special characteristic of alluvial soils was 
their impermanence . "Site changes ,  11 he wrote , "every time the land is 
flooded . "  The soils most recently created by deposit ion were poorest in 
s ite quality. The best soils were those of fine texture , " 
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topographi cally higher than average but still subject to flooding in extreme 
high water" ( p . 580 ) . This same assoc iation of fine soil and periodic 
abundance of water as characteri stic  of good bottomland s ites was likewise 
made by Applequist ( 1960) . 
In his field guide to p ine s ite classification, Zahner ( 1957 )  made 
the separation of zonal and azonal soils his primary divis ion. Within the 
classes resulting, soils were graded by textural class  of the subsoil ; 
slope ; and, for the zonal upland soils , thicknes s  of the surface soil, but 
for the azonal upland soils ,  textural class  of the surface soil . Thi s  i s  
not a difference in approach, but simply tvo predictive formulas employing 
different ( in part ) variables .  
More pertinent is the work of Broadfoot and Krinard ( 1959 ) on sweet 
gum s ites in the Mis sissippi valley and Applequi st ( 1960, see above ) on 
alluvial lands of the Atlantic Coastal Plain . The e ssential difference 
i s  not in approach but in results and their explanation.  
D .  OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING SITE 
Stand Effects 
The primary stand effect is that of competition . It  is  in the 
effort to avoid the effe cts  of competition that only dominant trees are 
used in s ite index determination .  Competition resulting in suppres sion 
retards the height growth of the suppres sed tree so that the height over 
age value is  not a reliable index of s ite potential--the tree is not free 
to grow as affected only by the other environmental factors . 
Mcintyre ( 1933 ) ,  in studying yield in hardwood forests in Pennsylvania , 
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accumulated data on comparative height growth of dominants alone , dominants 
and codominants ,  and finally, all trees of a stand . This was done in an 
even-aged oak forest containing a small amount of red maple and hickory . 
From the curve he produced (p .  6) , differences in height are as follows : 
� � at � years 1QQ years 
Dominants 64 89 
Dominants and 
codominants 60 85 
All trees 52 62 
The inclusion of trees other than dominants has a notable effect , 
so the relation of the tree to the surrounding stand must affect s ite index 
greatly . 
In all-aged or uneven-aged stands the danger in s ite index work is 
that a tree may have been suppressed . This could occur in even-aged stands 
as well , but it wo1,1ld be unusual . In uneven-aged stands it would be 
commonplace . 
Kittredge and Chittenden ( 1929 ) measured a number of trees in oak 
stands in northern Michigan and produced curve s of diameter and hei ght 
growth of dominant trees and suppressed trees .  At 20 years of age the 
suppres sed trees were seven feet tall and the dominants 16 feet, at 50 
the suppressed 34 and the dominants 51 ; and at 80 years the suppres sed 
were 50 and the dominants 74 feet tall . 
Site Factors and Species Composition 
Water-soil relations seem to have the most striking if not the 
greatest influence on species c omposition of forests . Their most obvious 
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effects are those associated with differences of slope . McQueeney ( 1950) 
found in Indiana that the species on north and lower slopes were more of 
the mesophytic type while those on south and upper slopes were more xero­
phytic . Pearson ( 1920) in western mountain types concluded that the most 
s ignificant soil characteristic relative to vegetation distribution is  
available water . This recalls Warming ' s  doctrine that uAll plant associ­
ations are determined primarily by the water content of the soil" ( quoted 
by Potzger, 1939, p .  224) . 
Such relat ions are very apparent in regions of great relief . In 
the Great Smoky Mountains , for example , pine is  common high on southerly 
slopes ,  which are dry; while on the terrace-like stream-edge lands hemlock 
and rhododendron are more frequent . 
Though he was writing of grassland vegetation, Williams ' ( 1956) 
statement of the relationships is a representation of the probable causes .  
He noted that species composition appeared to be greatly influenced by 
water-soil relat ionships, and continued :  "redistribution of rainfall i s  
affected by  textural and structural differences between soils . A xero­
morphic flora develops where run-off commences and a hydrophytic flora 
where it ends . u  (p .  138 )  
In  west Tennessee the relief i s  not extreme but there i s  nonethele s s  
a segregation of species associated with topography . One forester of 
experience in west Tennessee states that yellow poplar ia found more on 
north and east s lopes ;  white oak usually on north slopes ; that southern 
red oak is  usually found on south slopes as is scarlet and black oak . 
Difference s  are not confined to the uplands . In  the bottomlands 
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cherrybark oak is  found more on the ridges ; and on the flats ,  slightly 
lower, are willow oak and water oak . Thus even on alluvial land different 
zones of tree composition and growth may be distinguished . In a study of 
the growth of poplar, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nat ions ( 1958 ) dist inguished �he following zones on alluvial land : 
water edge : willows , poplar, and sycamore in dry years . 
regularly flooded : willow and poplar . 
occasionally flooded :  ash,  maple , sycamore , Virginia creeper, 
boxelder . 
"fresh" site s : in Europe sycamore , in America Liquidambar . 
dry site s :  hornbeam, birch, cherry; in Europe Norway maple , white 
poplar . 
marshy zones : alder . 
Soils and spec ies composition . Some investigators have had good 
results in attempting to correlate plant growth and soils, and some ha ve 
not . These relations have been praised by some and condemned by others 
as misleading . 
Turner ( 1937 ) made broad groupings of Arkansas soils and listed 
tree specie s  associated with each . Snow ( 1956) listed data of survival 
of conifers and hardwoods on C oastal Plain soils . Dale ( 1958 ) correlated 
tree species in Arkansas with underlying rocks and E inspahr and McC omb 
( 1951 ) found stand composition related to soil aeries and topography . 
Read ( 1952 ) in the Ozarks correlated species with various soil 
parent materials and ranked the specie s  by apparent dominance index, as 
follows : 
Boone chert 
1 .  Black oak 
2. White oak 
3 .  Flowering dogwood 
4 .  Mockernut hickory 
5 ·  Blackgum 
St . Joe limestone 
1 .  Eastern red cedar 
2 .  Northern red oak 
3 .  Winged elm 
4.  Chinquapin oak 
5 ·  Shagbark hickory 
Boone limestone with 
cherty surface soil 
1 .  Northern red oak 
2 .  White oak 
3 .  Black oak 
4. White ash 
5 ·  Winged elm 
Newton sandstone 
1 .  Black oak 
2 .  White oak 
3 .  Blackgum 
4 .  Flowering dogwood 
5 ·  Ozark chinquapin 
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These were on 20-30 percent slopes of a north to northeast exposure . 
One objection to the use of plant indicators i s  presented by Diebold 
( 1935 ) . He maintained (p .  642 ) that on limestone soils plant indicators 
might be reliable , but on other soils "the same flora tends to occur irre-
spective of the degree of subsoil dra inage, sheet erosion, and inherent 
productivity . .. 
In the early days in the United States land was often evaluated from 
the type of tree growth on it . This practice rests upon the belief,  a s  
stated by Hilgard ( 1906) , that " . . •  the natural vegetation of any tract 
represent!!! the best adaptation of' plants to soils . • .  " (p .  487) as developed 
over thousands of years . If' the original plant cover has not been disturbed, 
differences in species should indicate differences in soils . 
Hilgard apparently found the closest correspondence to be between 
vegetation differences and the boundaries of geological formations . His 
map (p . 490) of the soil belts of northern Mississ ippi was developed using 
such relations . 
One of the most complete statements on the evaluation of land from 
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the type of tree growth on it is  that of Killebrew ( 1884) , writing of the 
culture of tobacco . Killebrew held that hickories ,  white oaks , tulip 
poplars , walnuts ,  maples ,  and beeches indicated good land; and post oaks , 
scrub oaks, blackjack, che stnut, chinquapin and pine indicated poor land . 
He also added,  however, that these species  could oc cur almost anywhere and 
that ,  
. • • one must judge by the predominance of species and by the 
character rather than by the kind of growth, and especially by the 
undergrowth . The timber test for land is  of little use to the inex­
perienced, while it is of great value to the experienced eye . ( p .  113 ) 
Some soil classification schemes based on tree spec ie s  were rather 
elaborate . Thus Hulbert ( 1930)  listed a number of oaks as  soil indicators . 
When accompanied by hickory they were said to indicate good soil, and when 
accompanied by pine , poor soil . The shape of willow oak or post oak wa s  
thought signifi cant . I f  short and rounded, the soil was poor ; i f  tall and 
stately, the soil wa s  good . Nut-bearing trees in general indicated good 
soil, but pignut, mockernut, and whiteheart hickories ( the "disappointing 
hickories " )  indicated poor soil . 
While some of these relationships do hold, they cannot be relied upon 
for evaluations of preci sion . For this  reason it is  probable that the scheme 
set forth by Hulbert is too intricate . The re sults could not be expe cted 
to be as precise as  these procedures suggest . As Shantz ( 1911 ) says , it is  
not the pre sence or condition of any one species ; but the state of the plant 
cover as a whole that should be relied upon. 
There is  apparently some relation of species composition to drainage . 
Applequist ' s  findings ( 1960 ) may be moat pertinent in thi s regard . Another 
instance of this wa s  reported by Fritts and Holowaychuk ( 1959) . They studied 
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beech in Ohio  in associated sites of depressions , lower slopes ,  and low 
ridges and found the spe cies  most abundant on the lower slopes and restrict­
ed  on the depressions due to poor aeration .  On  the low ridges beech had 
deeper roots and wa s  not eas ily harmed by drought but moi sture was less 
than on slope s so basal area was lower . 
Moore ( 1959 )  demonstrated an interspec ific effect in eucalyptus . 
Although each spe c ie s  grew slightly best on its own s oil, relatively little 
difference in growth and yield wa s  shown by a single specie s  in soil from 
a stand where it was dominant and from a stand where another species was 
dominant . In mixed stands the tree native to the soil did s ignificantly 
better (p .  734 ) . 
As  far as  the relation of species compos ition to s ite index, or the 
effect  of different s ite indice s upon spe c ie s  compos ition, We itzman and 
Trimble ( 1957 ) found that the proportion of oak decreased with increas ing 
s ite index . Red oak increased with the s ite index whi le chestnut oak and 
s carlet oak decreased with an increase of s ite index . The variety of 
species increased as s ite index increased (p .  6-7 ) . 
The relationship of forest composition to site was explored by 
B ourdeau ( 1954) . He studied segregation by oaks of the Piedmont into 
groups related to s ite and found that the poorest s ites usually supported 
post oak and blackjack oak; the intermediate s ites post oak and white oak, 
and the best s ites a mixture of white oak, northern red oak, and black oak . 
He concluded that spec ie s  of the good s ite s (northern red oak, s carlet oak, 
and white oak) are absent from poor sites because of susceptibility to 
drought and that poor site spe cies (post oak and blackjack oak) , because 
slow-growing and intolerant of shade , cannot survive the competi t i on of 
the dense s tands on the good s ite s .  
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CHAPTER III 
REGIONAL BACKGROUND 
Thi s  s tudy was conducted on the Ames Plantat ion, a large farm in 
we st Tenne s see fifty miles east of Memph i s ,  in that section of the sta te 
lying between the Tenne s see and Mis s i s s ippi R ivera . In thi s  area a porti on 
of the C oastal P la in forma an embayment or tongue northward which i s  b i sect­
e d  by the Mi s s i s s ippi . The western part of the state of Tenne ssee extends 
into thi s embayment . 
The Ame s Plantation i s  an 18 1 000-acre farm in Fayette and Hardeman 
C ount ie s ,  Tenne s see , about e i ght miles north of the Mi s s i s sippi state line . 
The Plantat ion c overs an area approximately 6 miles by 10 miles in extreme 
dimens i ons . Thi s land was opened in 1818 after purchase from the Chi cka ­
saws , and some of the Plantation t imber dates back even earlier . 
Low-inc ome farms and poor living conditions are chara cteristic of 
the area . Ne ighboring towns are smalL The dominant local oc cupation is 
farming . Some fore stry activities are carried on, and the se will increas e ,  
s ince a pulp mill i s  being e s tabli shed about fifty miles t o  the east . The 
underlying Coastal Pla in depo s its furnish sand that has been marketed in 
the area . The same s ource yields clays whi ch once were mined locally, and 
there have been some attempts at reviving this industry . 
Recent changes will probably be far-reaching . A pla s t i c s  factory 
has been installe d at Grand Junct i on, and a number of local people are 
employed there . The nearby pulp mill under construction will certainly 
affec t  t imber pri c e s  and employment in the area . 
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The lands of the Plantation were ma s sed into a hunting preserve by 
the late Hobart Ame s ,  a wealthy industrialist of Ma ssachusetts . During 
Mr .  Ames '  a life the P lantat i on was not managed for eff i cient production .  
The ob ject wa s  t o  keep everything a s  i t  wa s ,  and t o  preserve the course 
of the Nat ional Field Trials ( for bird dogs ) which were held there each 
year . In the nineteen-fifties a be ques t  of Mr .  Ame s ' s  widow made the 
Plantat ion available to the Univers ity of Tennes see for res earch . The 
present study is an example of the type of work possible on such an area . 
At the pre sent time , in addition to serving as the home of the 
Field Trials , part of the Plantation i s  being managed a s  a cattle breeding 
farm. This i s  in part a heritage from the prize purebred Aberdeen Angus 
herd that wa s  on the Plantation in Mr .  Ame s ' s  t ime . An innovation i s  the 
prosram of tenant farms developed by the Univers ity on small subdivi s ions 
of the Plantation . On thes e  farms agricultural programs ba sed on many 
crops rela.t ively uncommon in the tradit ional local agriculture are be ing 
tried . 
The original labor force on the P lantation cons isted predominantly 
of Negro share- croppers , or wage -hands of the Plantation it self who were 
·also part-t ime tenant farmers .  
A .  ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Climat e . This is cotton c ountry, with hot summers and mild winters . 
Monthly mean temperature s range from a winter average of about 40 to a 
summer average of about 80 degree s  Fahrenhe it . Rainfall averages about 
fifty-three to fifty-four inches a year and summer droughts are not 
uncommon . Moat of the rain falls in the early spring . 
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Topography . The region i s  a port ion of a hi ghly dissected pla in 
sometime s called nthe plateau slope " ( Safford, 1884) about 80 mile s wide 
from east to we st . Drainage is to the we st . The over-all s lope i s  gentle 
but erosion ha s  made many gullie s with prec ipitous s ide s . 
The maximum elevation on the east s ide of the Ames Plantation ( 616 
feet) i s  about 100 feet hi gher than that in the west, ten mile s di stant . 
Local relief at the east and west s i de s  i s  about 100 feet . 
The plain i s  highly di s se cted by stream and gully erosion . Some 
br�d upland areas are present but often eroded from the side s . There are 
a great many r i dge s produce d  in thi s fa shion that are flat on top and 
skirted by pre c ipitous ( though short ) slopes of loe s s  ending in the gradual 
lower slope s of the C oastal Plain sediment s . 
B. GEOLOGY 
Schneider ( 1947) de scribed the Mis s i s s ippi Embayment as a ndown­
warped, downfaulted trough in Paleozoic rocks , in whic h have been deposited 
sediments ranging in age f'rom Cretaceous t o  Re cent . " 
The region under cons iderat ion is a shallow, e longated, bay-like 
depre s s ion or trough with the Mis s i s s ippi R iver flowing through ita central 
portion . At the ba se are Paleozoic rocks upon which the sandy Me s oz o i c  and 
Cenoz oic sediments of the C oastal Pla in have been deposited . Overlying 
these i s  a layer of loe s s  30 to 100 f'eet thick in the we st at the bluffs 
of the Mi s s is s ippi R iver and thinning eastward to local ext inction before 
reaching the Tenne s see River . The loe s s  is the "brown loam" of Hilg!?.rd 
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and others (Was cher et al . ,  1948, p .  390) . 
The Rolly Springs sand of the Tertiary system underlies the loess  
in the Ames Plantation area . These sands , some fine and s ome coarse-grained, 
ranging from orange to red to yellowish brown and gray are exposed when 
erosion wa shes away the loes s .  Interspersed with them are clay lenses which 
vary in extent and thicknes s  (Whitlatch, 1940) . The Holly Springs sand is 
450 feet thick in Fayette County and 250 feet thick in Henry County, Tennes­
see , about 100 mile s to the north (Whitlatch, 1940) . 
C .  SOILS 
The soils of the Ames Plantation belong to the Gray-Brown Podzolic 
Great Soil Group . They are derived  from loess  overlying C oastal Plain 
materials at varying depths . In old accounts the soil of the region i s  
referred to as  a ''mellow, siliceous loam" and is generally regarded a s  
good soil for farming . But a s  Safford ( 1869) says , "as the soil i s  easily 
tilled, s o  it i s  easily washed away" (p .  431) . Thi s  st ill fittingly 
characterizes the soils of the area . 
The s oils of the Ames Plantation were classified and mapped by 
Overton, Harmon, Elder; and Epley ( 1951 ) . The report grouped the soils 
by gross topographic differences into s oils of the uplands , of terraces, 
or of bottomlands . Soils in upland drainageways ( colluvial soils ) were 
also separately cons idered . 
Soil series of the uplands are , in order of decreas ing drainage, 
Memphis , Loring, Grena da ,  Callaway, and Henry . These soils are silt loams 
derived from loess . The latter three develop pans which restrict roots 
and the movement of moi sture . There i s  often a weak pan in Loring . 
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Lexington is a brown s i lt loam resembl ing Memphis except that the 
sandy material beneath it i s  c loser to the surface .  Ruston and Susque­
hanna are Red-Yellow Podzolic soils derived entirely from C oastal Plain 
sediments . 
"C olluvia l 11 s o ils in the dra. inagewaya are Tigrett , Briensburg, and 
Dyer, following the terminology of Overton et al . ( 1951 ) . These unit s  
are now c orrelated as local alluvium pha ses o f  Vicksburg, C ollins and 
Fala ya ,  and Waverly, respe ct ively .  
Terrace soils from s ilty al luvium are Lintonia , R ichland , Olivier , 
and Calhoun . The latter two have pans , R ichland a slight pan . Terrace 
soils from sand and s ilt alluvium are Dexter , Freeland , and Chattahoochee . 
Vicksburg, C ollins , Falaya , and Waverly are bottom s oils from s ilt ;  
Hymen, Ina , and Bee chy from s ilt and sand , and Tomb i gbee from sand . 
Overton and his collea gue s  ( 1951 ) also used several 11mi scellaneous 
land types " to cover spe c ial soil forms : in the uplands , " gullied land11 
and " gully wa sh" , and in the bottoms , 11 sand overwash . " Gully wash and 
sand overwa sh are re cent depos it s ,  the latter the re sult of flooding . 
D .  VEGETATION 
C lass ificat ion El � Geo�aphers 
The vegetat ion of the re gion is hardwood, or predominantly hardwood . 
There are some stands of pine in the area but they are not common . The 
area is generally placed in the de c iduous fore st region . See,  for example , 
Livingston and Shreve (1921) and Transeau, Sampson, and Tiffany ( 1953 ) . 
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Braun ( 1950 ) cons iders it part of the we stern me sophyt ic region of the 
de ciduous forest . 
Hi storical Ac c ounts 
A de ta iled picture of the local ve getat ion may be obta ined from 
Safford ' s  ( 1884) agricultural de s cript ion of counties in the region. The 
P lantation straddle s the line between Hardeman County and Fayette C ounty 
t o  the wes t . Of Hardeman C ounty, he sai d ,  
The growth o f  the chief soi l ,  the s ilicious loam o f  the uplands ,  
i s  in the more level parts of Hardeman, red ,  whi t e ,  and post oaks , 
hickory , walnut , wild cherry, dogwood , red-bud, and in the we stern 
part b lack- jack oak . In the more hilly portions , the southwe stern, 
southern, and northea stern, bla ck- jack and Spani sh oaks ( probably 
Quercus falcata Michx . ,  cf . Hilgard 1906, p .  502 ) and che stnut are 
found . The growth of the lowlands is bee ch ,  white and red oaks , swee t  
and b la ck gums , poplar, hackberry, red-bud , cane , and others . Areas 
of yellow pine occur in the northeas tern and eastern port ions . C ypres s  
i s  met with along the streams . {p .  55)  
A de script ion of Fayette C ounty b y  the same author des cribed upland 
fore s t  growth a s  " oak, walnut , poplar, and hickory, often of great s ize ; 
of the bottoms , white and overcup oaks , beech, red and black gum, b irch, 
and along the streams , cypre s s" (p .  54) . 
Vegetat ion Pattern £n � � Plantat ion 
The fores t s  of the Ame s P lantat ion most often oc cur in small patche s . 
The large , smooth area s of land are farmed ; the area s between are usually 
fore sted be cause they are drainageways and inc lude gullies with steep slope s 
and irregular land feature s imposs ible to farm with machinery . Broad areas 
in the bottomlands have been left in forest be cause they are too low or wet 
or subject to washing- in of material from eroding lands above . 
Fore sts on all of the se lands may be first d ivided on the bas i s  of 
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stage of development . Some of the upland areas ,  particularly around healed 
drainage channels , are in early stage s  of succession . The forests are not 
mature stands but assemblages of many light-seeded, fast-growing species 
such as sweet gum or elm . 
Other forest s are fully developed .  These are the stands of red oak 
or white oak in the uplands and sweet gum in the bottomlands . Forests in 
the area fall quite naturally into the se two groups- -those of the uplands 
and those of the bottomlands . The upland forests contain a great number 
and variety of oaks ( there are about twelve species present ) chief among 
which are black oak ( Quercus velutina Lam . ) ,  southern red oak (B . falcata 
Michx . ) ,  and white oak (B . � L . ) .  Some scarlet oak (B . cocc inea 
Muenchh . )  also is  found on slopes where moisture may be critical , especially 
on ridges and south-facing slopes . Blackjack oak (B . marilandica Muenchh . )  
also, is  often present on these sites . Eastern red cedar (Juniperus 
virsiniana L . ) is another common upland tree . In the pa st , chestnut 
( Castanea dentata (Marsh . ) Borkh . ) wa s  an occasional tree in this area, 
and dead trees of this spec ies are still infrequently found . 
Growth in the river bottom is  much greater, and trees there are 
much more impres s ive in girth and height . Sweet gum (Liquidambar 
styrac iflua L .  ) is probably the commonest tree . Often present is tulip 
poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera L . ) ,  and perhaps le ss  frequently, cherry­
bark oak (g . falcata var . pa5odaefolia Ell . ) .  Although it is found along 
the Wolf River a few miles to the west , cypress  ( Taxodium di stichum (L . )  
Richard) ha s  not been encountered on the Plantation .  
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Forest Growth 
Forest growth in the region should be good . In a U .  S .  Forest Service 
publication issued in 1955, west Tenne ssee was said to have the best timber 
growth of any area in the state . This was 208 board feet per acre per 
year ( Sternitzke 1955, p .  29 ) . 
According to Ewing ( 1956) , the cruise of the Ames Plantat ion fore st 
land by Kring and others showed growth of about 182 board feet per acre 
per year .  Only about ha lf of this was merchantable , the remainder being 
in poor quality trees of little value . Growth could be much increased, 
perhaps up to 200 to 400 board feet per acre per year (Ewing 1956) , but 
this will take improvement in quality and increase in growing stock. 
CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURES 
A • FIELD AND LABORATORY METHODS 
Reconna i s sance Survey 
A re conna i s sance survey was first undertaken to promote familiarity 
with the t imber type s ,  and to allow ac cumulat ion of information on woodland 
feature s a s sociated with s ite index . 
S inc e the woodland had been disturbe d relat ively little for a long 
t ime it was thought that natural t imber type s deve loping on the land might 
be re lated in s ome way to product ivity . Ina smuch a s  blackjack oak and 
post oak occur on poor s ites and cherrybark oak s eeme d to be present on 
good s ites the ir presence or absence might be used as a gui de to pro­
ductivity of a s ite . To obta in more informat ion on thi s ,  severa l re c on­
nais sance surveys were made wherever extens ive areas of fore st could 
be found . No attempt was made to map all spec ies present ; but only those 
which seemed to occur in rather c ontinuous patterns . Tree s  such as mulberry 
{Morus � L. ) ,  for example , which occurred s ingly and were often absent 
over great areas ;  or sassafra s ,  whi ch oc curred mostly in young groups of 
sprout origin, were ignored .  
The size of the area and the choice of the cri tical spe c ie s ,  the 
maturity or development of the vegetation, and those abrupt chan� s in 
vegetat ion due to topographic irregularity, a ll were considered to affe c t  
c ompos ition mapping . Moreover, s ince only a certa in maximum number of 
trees can occupy one s ite , care had to be used to prevent giving t oo much 
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i�portance to the absence of any one spec ies . This illustrates the problem 
in the use of plant indicators ; too much emphasis may be placed· upon·. the 
presence or absence of one specie s . 
If soil and vegetat ion maps were to be compared, it was cons idered 
that the minimal s ize area to be mapped would have to be about the same 
s ize as the soil mapping tmits . On the 1" : 1320 ' map ( scale 1/15840) the 
smallest mapped soil unit was about one - sixteenth inch across . Therefore 
an area 82 . 5  feet across ( 1320/16) was the smalle st area of compos ition 
requiring ma.pping on the ground . Actually there were few areas a sixteenth 
of an inch acros s  on the map � ways . Areas mapped by Overton et al . as 
this s ize were usually at least three times this in length and then often 
were extens ions from larger areas . 
It  was found that much of the work of this sort could be done us ing 
colored pencils on aerial photographs of the region . With time and great 
care individual trees could be picked out on the aerial photograph . In 
this fashion, theoretically, a complete species composition map could be 
made by labeling crowns on the photo from field examination of individual 
trees .  The purpose �ere was simply to establish on the photo the patterns 
to test them against topography, or soils , or whatever characteristic of 
the region could be mapped . 
Study of Individual � 
In addit ion to the extensive reconnaissance phase of the study, a 
more prec ise set of data was obtained by examining intens ively trees and 
their site s at many locations on the Plantat ion .  Sampling wa s  limited to 
trees in the fore sts of the Ames Plantation .  
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At seventeen s cattered s it e s  within thi s  area , transects were run 
sampling only dominant trees of f ive spe c ies : southern red oak, white oak, 
tulip poplar, cherrybark oak, and sweet gum .  Sampl ing sites were selected 
by examining aerial phot ographs for fores ted areas of uniformity . A ll data 
were obtained by examinat i on of individijal tre e s  at the ir s ites and the 
measurement of the trees themselve s  and the factors of the s ite thought to 
have a measurable effect on the tre e . 
To test the pos s ibil ity of us ing specie s c ompos it ion or s ome a spect 
of it as an indicator of s ite , part of the data recorded at each tree wa s  
on the compos ition of the stand i n  which the tree grew .  Thi s  was stratified 
by topography so that only the compos ition of the s it e  on which the sub j e c t  
tree wa s  located wa s  re corded . 
B ottomland s it e s  were sampled by 5-cha in se c t i ons . The five spe c ie s  
s tudied were sampled, if pre sent once within this distance along the sam­
pling strip . At the end of the five cha ins sampling wa s  begun a ga i'n . I n  the 
hilly areas of the uplands , the boundari e s  of the sampling unit were de ­
t ermined b y  topography . When pas s ing from one topographic divis ion to 
another , from a ridge to a slope , sampling wa s  be gun a ga in .  I f  white oak 
was pre sent on the ridge it was sampled only once , the f irst white oak 
e ncountered be ing s e le cted unl e s s  defec tive . I f ,  upon leaving the ridge 
and entering the s lope , more white oak wa s  encountere d, it wa s  sampled in 
this new divis i on .  
I n  any unit the first tree encountered within a s trip approximately 
5 cha ins wide was chosen providing it had no defect that would interfere 
with growth ( forked and hollow tree s were re jected ) . I f  two tre e s  were 
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equally worthy and ha d  like priority, the la rgest or tallest was chosen . 
Data were obtained on tree growth and other characters of each tree 
and on site conditions for each tree . Growth data were derived from cores 
ma de at selected heights allowing the construction of a height curve for 
each tree . Other tree data taken were crown class , grade , merchantable 
height, and stem form . Data taken on the site were dominance relative to 
shade , map unit ( in the classification of areas by critical species ) , 
microrelief , slope , topographic position , area draining to the tree , and 
a number of soil properties . 
The last item was based on an examination of the soil at several 
points within 5 or 10 feet of the tree . The upper 6 inches was examined 
by digging a small pit . L ower horiz ons were examined using a plug soil 
sampler . 
Field � schedules . Field data were collected in the fall of 
1957 and spring and summer of 1958 . Supplementary work in the field was 
done early in the spring of 1960 . 
The field work was conducted in several stages . In 1957 when the 
work was begun , each tree was designated a s  a sub ject tree , then measured, 
bored , and the soil of the site examined . This took a great deal of time , 
and it was decided early in the fall of 1957 to go over the entire area 
and simply designate trees for later detailed sampling . While part of the 
reason for this was to allow a more comprehensive sampling of the Planta­
tion , the dominant consideration was to allow all samples to be chosen 
before lea f fall, so that there would be no confusion of species ( as between 
southern red and black oak, or southern red and cherrybark oak ) which would 
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be poss ible when leaves were no lon�r on the trees . 
Under this procedure it was found that a part of the Plantation had 
been sampled too intensively, and about forty trees originally de signated 
were excluded from later phases of the work . After be ing des ignated, trees 
were examined again and height and other tree qualities recorded . 
Thus the de s ignating of the sample trees ;  the examining of the 
trees and associated soils , and the boring of trees for age determination 
often took place at different times . Moreover, supplemental borings at 
greater he ights were later made on the trees that were c limbed first . 
Plot Examination 
Data taken at each tree inc luded four groups of fa ctors � those 
pertaining to the tree itself, those which were properties of the stand, 
those whi ch were properties of the soil, and those which were the physi-
cal features of the site . They were recorded on the form shown in Figure 2 .  
Listed here are all the factors ever recorded at any tree in the 
study . This  list , however, developed from a small beginning . The early 
plots did not include all the variables recorded here . If a variable 
added later was cons idered worth test ing after the trees were examined 
the first t ime ,  it was recorded on all plots when they were later reexamined . 
Any variables found unpromi sing or difficult to obtain without b ias were 
discarded . 
The tree . Variables  obtained from examination of the tree itself 
-- -
were specie s ,  crown class (although in the study only dominants and co-
dominants were sampled) , present and potential grade of the butt log, 
merchantable and total he ight , and d . b . h .  ( diameter at breast he ight,  
SOIL SITE DATA 
( 2nd revision) 
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Date Tree No . 
-------
Recorder Species  
---
Location 
------------------------------------
Dominants Compos ition :  
( same topo­
graphic 
unit ) 
--------------------------------------------------
Co-dominants 
------------------------------------------------
Map unit : BJO, SRO, BO, PO, WO, TP, SG, CBO, C ,  RB ,  ___ _ 
Topographic position:  Ridge ,  Upper slope , Middle slope , Lower slope , 
Terrace , Minor bottom, Bottom, other -----------------------­
Apparent surface drainage : Exce ssive , Good, Fair, Poor Exposure -------
Microrelief : Smooth, Mound & bas in, Ridged,  other ----------------------­
Slope above tree : -� _P . ; -�-p . ;_�_P . ;_rfo_P . 
below tree : _% _P . ;  _%_P . ;_%_P . ;_%_P . 
Distance to main dra inage channel 
-----------------------------------
Area draining to tree : Crown width_p . ,  Slope length_p . Angle bounding 
area draining to tree _-_: ___ • Area-------
Pri sm count __ ( includes __ dead) t subject tree ( factor -----­
Crown class  
------------------------------
Tree grade : Present ____ , Potential __ • Length graded-----------
Heights : Total ____ , Merchantable ____ , Main branching ____ . Stem fork�----
Soil series ------------------------------------------------------
Soil profile Tree (Date 
Depth Color Matt Text Cone Struc Cons Ht . Diam 
Fig . 2 .  Data sheet used in recording observations . 
Bark 
thk:ns 
R ing Age 
count 
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4t feet above the ground) .  In addition, age was determined from increment 
cores later in the laboratory . Ranges of diameters and hei ghts for the 
species  studied are given in Table II " 
TABLE II . Ranges of diameters and he ights of the trees sampled . 
SJ2e c ies D .B . H .  Total he ight 
( range in inches )  ( range in feet ) 
Southern red oak 10 . 6-29 . 6  55-107 
White oak 9 . 1-29 . 9  59- 97 
Tulip poplar 7 · 3-30 . 3  56-113 
Sweet gum 8 . 9-22 . 7  60-114 
Cherrybark oak 12 . 7-23 . 2  56-112 
Grade of � butt log . The butt log of every tree used in the study 
was graded by the rules devised by the Forest Products Laboratory ( 1953 ) . 
The grading was based on certain standards of diameter, length, and pro-
portion of the log in clear- cutt ings . Trees too young and hence too 
small to be included in the grade s ,  were graded as to the ir probable 
future grade , assuming the tree developed no new defe ct s . 
Increment Core s 
Most of the trees did not have the straight ,  excurrent stem common 
to conifers that is  de sirable for he ight growth mea surements .  In the 
trees studied, however, a main stem could be delineated in the otherwise 
deliquescent crown . 
Core s were obta ined using an increment borer and a light -we ight 
sectional ladder . It wa s  found that lubricat ing the bit of the borer 
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with s oap wa s he lpful . Unt il thi s  pra c t i ce wa s a dopte d  t he bits were fre -
quently broken when boring oaks . 
I t  was found t ha t  core a from the rela t i vely mode st he ights up t o  
30 and 40 fee t  would no t  suffi c e  for the de termina t i on of point s for the 
hei ght growth curve s . The proce dure then us e d  wa s  t o  take borings a t  
fourths of the s tem he ight ( one - quart er, one -half ,  and thre e - quarters full 
he i ght ) and at 4� feet ( d . b . h . ) . 
A c ore pa s s ing through the p ith at the tree center wa s  de sire d .  In 
large t re e s  thi s was diff i c ult to obta in . If the c ore mi s sed the center , 
a s e c ond core parallel t o  it at the proper d is tance to one s ide usua lly 
hit the cente r . Th i s  is a t e chni que that Re ineke ( 1941 ) also found effe c tive . 
Core s were examined using a nine �·power d i s s e ct ing m i croscope and 
s l i c ing a thin shaving off the out s i de with a s harp bla de . Unles s  thi s  c ut 
wa s  made the rough outs ide of the core made it diffi cult t o  c ount the rings 
in the oaks and virtually impos s ible to count the r ings in sweet gum whe re 
d ifference s  in suc c e s s ive rings are not pronounce d . 
The be at b la de for the purp ose wa s found to be a s ingle -e dge ra zor 
b lade sharpened on a f ine nova culite oilstone . Double - e dge b lade s were 
too flexible . Any blade a s  purcha sed ha d to be sharpened so tha t t he e dge 
was not too thin, or it would s oon crumble and s c ra tch the c ore s . The 
s ingle -e dge blade could be he ld more ea s i ly when one corner of the blade 
was broken off , 
A perfe ct ly c lean cut with no s cratche s wa s  found best . While thi s 
type of surface wa s  not so ne c e s sary wi th the oaks ,  it ·wa s ab s olutely ne c ­
e s sary with the gum and nearly s o  with the yellow popla r . Sweet gum ri ngs 
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were most apparent when the line of s ight and the dire ct ion of light were 
nearly in line with the axis of the pores of the wood, and the surface of 
the cut was perpendicular to them . Sta ining was not neces sary even in 
sweet gum if the cores were cut properly . 
Cores were counted from the pith outward, marking every fifth and 
tenth ring . If the tree center was not present in the core the distance 
and rings missing were estimated . This was accomplished using a diagram, 
a junction of two lines at a 90-degree angle , to represent the center of 
the tree and two radii at right angles to one another . The core was  laid 
upon this and positioned so that the direction of the rings and the rays 
centered on the line junction as  a. substitute for the center of the tree . 
When the core was judged to be in the proper pos ition, the miss ing rings 
could be estimated us ing the width of the ins ide rings on the c ore to give 
an indication of probable growth . Applequist ( 1958 ) has reported on a 
s cribed plastic strip utiliz ing this princ iple . He is careful to  point 
out , however, that  there is no rea son to expe ct that miss ing rings would 
necessarily be of the same width as adjacent rings present in the core . 
When the rings had been counted a curve was constructed of height 
over age . Two years was assumed as age at d .b .h .  This added t o  ring 
count at that height equalled total a ge  of the tree . Total age les s  ring 
count at each height bored yielded an age fi gure that was used together 
with the he ight in constructing height curves . 
In  any sect ion, counting rings and subtracting them from total age 
did not give age at the he ight of the core but the year of growth of the 
last section; in the same way that a child five years old is  actually in 
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its s ixth y�ar, somewhere between his fifth and s ixth birthdays . 
To give an example , a tree was bored at 34 feet and 23 rings were 
connted on the core . Assuming that the tree was actually 67 years old 
(which would not be known unless rings at the base were counted ) ,  then the 
point of boring was somewhere between the t ip at the end of 44 years ( 67-23 )  
and 45 years ; it wa s  somewhere in the growth of the 45th year . From the 
slope of the curve between successive borings the average he ight growth 
per year could be determined . It changed gradually throughout the curve 
- -here it was about 1 . 5  feet . 
It was possible for the growing tip at the end of the forty-fourth 
year, then, to be anywhere in the 1 . 5  feet below the boring height . The 
culmination of the growth of the forty-fifth year was somewhere above . 
Thus the true curve was between the line given by counting rings and 
subtracting from total age and a line below it which roughly paralleled 
it . If the growing season was in progress when the measurements were 
made then the top of the tree (measured by Abney level or clinometer ) 
also needed adjustment, but it would be upward, and smaller in amount 
if the tree had passed maximum growth . 
Determining jhe Index of Growth 
A height growth curve was  constructed for each tree from the data 
obtained from examinat ion of the increment cores . What was des ired was  a 
smooth curve that passed the fifty-year point . 
It was assumed that d .b .h .  lay in the third year of the tree ' s  life 
( 2  years f ) . Investigations by Day et al . ( 1960 ) in red pine make this 
seem doubtful, since they found much variation .  They also found, however, 
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that growth below d .b .h .  was not correlated with that above d .b . h .  Because 
of this and the desirability of a standard age so comparisons could be made , 
two years to d . b . h .  was adopted and used in all height curves . What this  
a ctually amounted to was simply figuring individual tree he ight at  50  years 
and assuming a like age at d .b .h .  for all trees . 
It should be noted that the goal in this process was height as a 
dependent variable , and that the graph is constructed as though helght at 
a certain age was being determined when in reality it was not this but 
the reverse 1 age at a certain he ight ,  that was be ing determined . Spurr 
( 1952 ) has discussed this point, and concluded that the procedure was only 
"theoretica lly unsound . "  Sectioning the stem t o  find the exact height 
would be impractica l  and unnecessary, because age and height are so highly 
correlated that the two regressions possible (hei ght on age and a ge on 
height ) would be nalmost identical . "  
Figure 3 shows representative curves for each of the species .  The 
final object ive desired from each of the curves was  data on height growth 
of the tree . The he ight at fifty years was not primary data except when 
the core coinc ided with the height at fifty years . 
Fifty years was adopted as the standard age ,  because it is commonly 
used in_ other specie s  in the South and so permits  comparisons , but other 
ages may be better for some species . Thirty-five years , for example , may 
be best for a fast growing species such as tulip poplar . In natural stands 
some trees such as  white oak would be better depicted by a later age ,  but 
this will not fit in with relatively short term management . It  may not 
be desirable to wait for white oak to reach maturity if it takes 150 years . 
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Fig . 3 .  Cumulative height growth curves of sample trees neare st 
the avera ge s ite index for each spe c ie s . 
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That more than one kind of curve is poss ible in a spe cies is apparent from 
that portion of Figure 3 showing the two types of height growth curves for 
white oak . 
Most curves were sati sfactory, but a few were not . Some anomalous 
curves were highly angular and were di scarded and the tree which they re­
presented rejected . It was obvious that some mistake in height measurement 
or counting had been made . 
Interpretation of such effects as broken stems or loss of the ter­
minal bud did not appear to be difficult . These occurrences caused a 
temporary hiatus in height growth with or without ( it was assumed) effects 
on the subsequent growth rate . If subsequent growth rate was affected, 
such a tree would be worthless for site index work. However, it was con­
s idered doubtful that it would be affected unle ss breakage was exception­
ally severe , and in that case the tree wouldn ' t  have been chosen anyway. 
Some curves were not irregular but appeared to indicate suppression .  
Since this was e specially undesirable--suppres sed height growth would 
preclude a reliable index of productivity- - such curve s were also discarded . 
Criteria of suppress ion were difficult to  e stablish . Extreme de­
press ion in the early part of any of the curves followed abruptly by rapid 
growth was regarded as a sign of suppress ion and the curve was rejected . 
More moderate depressions were more diffi cult to a s se ss . White oak, parti­
cularly, di splayed some pronounced depressions in the early part of the 
curves for a number of trees ,  but thi s seemed so common that it was suspected 
that it might be a species characteristic . Perhaps re ject ion of such trees 
was too severe a course . There were many white oaks, however, which 
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displayed no such tendency. Whether these were normal and the others sup­
pressed is not certain; at any rate, any slightly suspicious curves were 
rejected . 
Curves of trees less  than 50 years in age had to be extrapolated 
to reach the index age . Within limits this was considered permissable , 
s ince height growth is  regular within one tree . If it was considered that 
the extrapolated curve could by misinterpretation change the height index 
by 5 feet the tree was re jected . 
Assessipg Stand Factors 
Stand data taken were basal area and species composition. 
Ba sal area . Basal area was determined by the variable plot radius 
method us ing a prism (Grosenbaugh 1952 and Bruce 1955) . The count was made 
from the posit ion of the tree , so  that it served as  the virtual center of 
the plot . The recorder stood to one side of the tree and examined the 
trees of the surrounding stand through the priam . The actual posit ion of 
the prism was offset from the plot center because of the presence of the 
tree , but it was kept opposite the center of the study tree so that the 
trees checked through the prism were at the proper di stance . 
In the prism count all trees registering in the prism sight were 
counted, down to the smallest size . Dead trees and stumps were counted 
but a notation was made of their condition .  Trees with multiple trunks 
were counted as one tree if their crowns approximated one tree in the 
aggregate . 
Species compos ition .  To explore the possible relation of stand c om­
pos ition to site productivity a listing of the species present on the s ite 
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with each subject tree was made . Presence was noted only in the same topo­
graphic unit on which the study tree occurred .  
Special notice wa s  taken of species thought especially characteristic 
of certain sites . Arranged in order, from the one extreme of dry upland 
sites to the other extreme of lowland sites subject to  flooding, they were 
blackjack oak, southern red oak, black oak, post oak ( Quercus stellata 
Wang . ) ,  white oak, tulip poplar, sweet gum, cherrybark oak, cottonwood 
(Populus deltoides Marsh . ) ,  and river birch (Betula nigra L . ) .  
These spe c ies  and a few others were placed in a dichotomous key by 
Goodlett ( 1957 ) in a preliminary ana lysis  of the vegetation of the Ame s 
Plantation .  It was Goodlett 1 s  intent to use the key in  a primary classi­
ficat ion of  sites of  the Plantation into smaller units . There were fifteen 
of the se units in his key .  Each of the species was cons idered particularly 
chara cteristic of a certa in s ite , or of a certain position in the scale of 
sites from good to poor . The pre sent list reduces the complexity of his 
scheme somewhat but it may not be as sensitive a device . 
This phase of the pre sent study was created to test the poss ible 
association of the presence of certain species  with the productivity of the 
sites . If the relations proved cons is tent and sens itive , then the pre­
sence or absence of certain species could be used to predict productivity. 
With a whole array of species an entire range of s ites could be so  rated . 
This method is  theoretically more sound than one us ing simple plant indi­
cators because it is based on the presence of a series of spe cies rather 
than just one or two . 
Phlsical Features E!.. � � 
Another category of characteristics re corded at each tree s ite 
consisted of all those features which might be called the gross physical 
properties of the site . 
Topographic £OSition .  Topographic posit ion was evaluated at each 
s ite and placed in one of five classes : ridge , upper slope , middle slope , 
lower slope ,  terrace or minor bottom, and bottom . 
There were some spe cial features of this classification in this 
region . Listed as ridges were the edges of smooth uplands which were 
being eroded .  The terrace or minor bottom wa s  the flat land in  smaller 
drainways that extended out from the bottom of the slope . It was bounded 
on one s ide by the slope and on the other by an escarpment . 
Awrent surface drainage . This factor was a subjective evaluation 
of slope . It was an est imation of the relative drainage class of the s ite , 
from "excessive" through "good" and "fair" to "poor" . 
Exposure . Direction of the slope was determined in degree s az imuth 
from north . 
Microrelief .  Under this heading wa s  recorded an  evaluation of the 
surface configuration of the land of the s ite : whether it was  flat, uneven, 
or rough; or had some special minor characteristic . 
Slope . Percent slope was recorded using a Suunto clinometer . 
Distance to the drainage channe l .  Distance t o  the main drainage 
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channel below the tree was recorded . This was princ ipally an estimate of 
the distance to a change in dra inage . 
Length � slope . The length of slope above the tree was recorded 
as  a measure of the relative size of the drainage area affording runoff 
( overland flow and seepage ) to the tree . 
Soil Examinat ion 
Soil variables recorded from examination of soil cores were color, 
mottling, texture , concretions , structure, and cons istence . Changes in 
these qualities through the profile were recorded by depth in inches down 
to five or six feet . If C oastal Plain materials were not encountered, 
profiles were examined to greater depths using an 8-foot King tube . Except 
for a limited number of trees examined at the beginning of the study, color 
was recorded ( in soil e�inat ion) using Munsell color charts . Verbal 
descriptions of soil color were also recorded so that the early examina­
t ions could be checked against those made using the charts . 
Texture was determined by feel . Soil cores were taken with a soil 
auger us ing a tube bit , so that careful separat ion would show the structure . 
Soil series was recorded from the map made by Overton and his party. 
It was also deduced from profile data . 
Tree Factors 
Tree measurements entered on the fo� were : the length graded ,  crown 
width, total and merchantable hei ght ,  and height to main branching . 
B • ANALYSIS OF Tl1E DATA 
The general scheme of analys i s  of the data was to produce for ea ch 
tree s ite a he i ght over age index whi ch c ould be te sted for c orrelat i on 
with the most promi s ing and logically defensible s it e  fa c t or s . The moat 
e ffic ient way of doing thi s was to enter the rec orded va lue s in a mult iple 
regre s s ion program . 
Proce s s ing � Data 
When the study wa s  at an advanced sta ge it developed that i t  would 
be pos s ible to proc e s s  the data by ma chine . The method used wa s the re gre s s i on 
program devised by Grosenbaugh a nd Hadek (Gr osenbaugh 1958) for the IBM 
Ele c tronic Data Proc e s s ing Ma chine 704 . The machine used wa s  owned by the 
Tenne s see Valley Authority and opera.ted a t  the ir C omput ing C enter in 
Chattanooga . 
The program uses one dependent var iable and correlates it wi th every 
poss ible comb ina t i on of a s  many a s  nine independent variable s . While such 
c omputat i on would present a nearly impos s ible task us i ng a de sk calculat or , 
it was accomplished by the IBM machine in a l ittle over an hour . 
S ince the program a c cepts no more than nine independent variable s 
the number on our data sheets had to be reduc ed by e l iminat ing the le s s  
promi s ing one s . In some ca s e s  t he dec i s i on wa s  s imple . Tree grade and 
merchantable he ight c ould be eliminated from the re gre ss ion analys i s  s ince 
they were dependent variab les , not e nvironmental fa ctor s . Their c orrela t i on 
with s i te i ndex c ould be tested in another set of c omputa t i ons . Crown c la s s  
presented only two c la s s e s  a t  most and no real array of ordered da ta , s o  i t  
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was discarded . 
Some other fa ctors could be eliminated because of la ck of promise . 
Microrelief, for example , showed no ordered variation of any consistency 
that could be correlated with other observations , and slope , though undoubt-
edly an important variable , was so errat ic  and complex at individual trees 
that it was thought that other related factors { slope length, drainage , and 
topographic pos it ion) would came closer to expressing its essence . 
There were a number of soil variables ,  and only the most promis ing 
of these were used .  The one s cons idered desirable t o  test were those affect-
ing the growth of the tree . Thus soil variable s that affected the water 
supply to the roots and the aeration of the roots ,  and which could be ex-
pected to affect the growth processes of roots { respiration and cell diff-
erent iation and elon�tion) and the growth of the stem were considered most 
important . The variables best presenting all these were cons idered to be 
( 1 )  depth to mottling, { 2 )  sand or silt and clay in the 10-30 inch layer, 
and { 3 )  porosity of the surface layer . No facilities were available for 
colle cting or analyzing for plant nutrients in the soil . 
Independent variables .  The complete array of independent variables 
used,  then, was as follows {numbers following the terms of classifi cation 
are the codes used in computati on) : 
X1 - Topographic position. 
R idge . . 1 
Upper slope . 2 
Middle slope 3 
Lower slope 4 
Terrace 5 
Bottom . 6 
X2 - Direct ion of exposure . 
South . . 1 
Southwe st 2 
Southea st 3 
West . 4 
( no slope ) 5 
Ea st 6 
Northwe st 7 
Northeast 8 
North . . 9 
X3 - Apparent surface dra inage ( code comparable to the soil 
sc ientist ' s  dra inage classes ) .  
Excess ive 4 
Good 3 
Fa ir 2 
Poor . 1 
X4 - Slope length above � ( coded as actual length in pa ces ) .  
x5 - Basal � ( coded as  the ba sal area computed from the tree 
count plus one for the subject tree multiplied by the prism 
fa ctor--9 . 1  in all cases ) .  
X6 - Competition index . This  was a computed figure considered an 
est imate of the competition afforded the tree . It was found 
from comparison with independent estimates made at a number 
of the sites that the number of trees in the prism count of a 
s ize equal to half the diameter of the sub ject tree or above 
was a sat isfactory objective estimate of the number of trees 
resarded as compet itors . 
x7 - Soil depth to mottling in inches ( coded a s  depth in inches ) .  
XS - Nominal aeration poros ity ( volume of the large pore s )  of � 
� inch layer . This was coded as  a percentage figure deter­
mined by computation from the number of inches of each textura l 
class  group recorded on the field sheet for the 0-10 inch layer 
and weighted according to a volume poros ity value for each tex­
ture derived from averages  for surface soils and subsoils given 
by Broadfoot and Burke ( 1951 ) . Pore volumes in percent by 
textural class  group were as follows : 
Textural class 
e;roup 
Coarse 
Textural class  
Sand 
Loamy sand 
Pore 
volume 
24 percent 
Textural class  
group 
Moderately 
coarse 
Medium 
Moderately 
fine 
Fine 
Textural class  
Sandy loam 
Loam 
Silt loam 
S ilt 
C lay loam 
Sandy clay loam 
Silty clay loam 
Sandy clay 
Silty clay 
Clay 
Pore 
volume 
16 percent 
14 percent 
10 percent 
9 percent 
68 
Nominal percent !!.ill in the 10-30 1..!!£!! layer of soil . This 
value was likewise a computed figure us ing an �verage percent 
silt for ea ch textural class  ( determined from the averages 
of all the soils presented by Broa dfoot and Burke ) and 
we ighting these according to the amount of the class pre sent . 
Percentages of silt by textural class were as follows : 
Textural class  
Silt 
Silt loam 
Silty clay loam 
Silty clay 
Loam 
Clay loam 
Clay 
Sandy loam 
Sandy clay loam 
Loamy sand 
Sand 
Sandy clay 
Silt content 
87 percent 
68 percent 
58 percent 
48 percent 
44 percent 
3 3  percent 
31  percent 
27 percent 
22 percent 
11 percent 
7 percent 
6 percent 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
Regressions of Tree � Index .£!! Site Variables 
The IBM 704 regress ion program yielded the mean and sum of squares  
of deviations from the mean for each variable . The ma chine also computed 
formula s for all possible combinations of up to nine variables . This gave 
one nine -variable equat ion, nine eight-variable equat ions , and so on 
through seven- , six- , and the re st to nine one-variable regressions . In 
all ,  511 regressions were computed for each specie s . For ea ch regre ss ion 
the regress ion sum of square s and the coeffic ients for the equation itself 
were furnished . 
The amount of associat ion of variat ion of growth with that of the 
s ite variable s ranged from as  much as  69 to as little as  le ss  than 1 percent . 
Table III shows R2 , in effect the amount of variation in growth expla ined 
TABLE III . Coefficients of determination (R2 ) for the nine -variable 
equation of each species . 
Spec ies  Observations R2 Adjusted R 2 
Southern red oak 64 0 . 204 0 . 071 
White oak 53 0 . 175 0 . 002 
Tulip poplar 31 0 . 676 0 . 538 
Sweet gum 70 0 . 608 0 . 549 
Cherrybark oak1 21 0 . 707 0 . 581 
1 Six variables only. 
by the most complex of the 511 regre ss ion equations ( the nine-variable 
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equation) for each of the spe cies . All of the specie s  showed some relat ion 
of growth to the factors of the environment cons idered, but the amounts 
varied with the species . 
2 The adjustment of R is that offered by Ezekiel and Fox ( 1959 ) and 
Snede cor ( 1946) to compensate tor samples of sma ll size . Though this ad-
justment was perhaps not needed for the upland oaks or sweet gum, it wa s 
considered des irable for tulip poplar, and more part icularly, for cherry-
bark oak, since the number of observations was very limited in these spe c ies . 
2 Actually, the adjustment is neces sary only when cons idering R as  a percent -
age of expla ined variat ion . The test of si gnificance of R may be made on 
the unadjusted value . 
2 In southern red oak R is very low, showing that only a small amount 
of variat ion in growth is expla ined by the equat ions which associate it 
with the site variables . In white oak the coeffic ient of determinat ion is 
even lower . It indicates that about 18 percent of the variation is  expla in-
ed . 2 The adjusted R , however, gives a far lower estimate--less than 
1 percent . 
The three other species- -tulip poplar, sweet gum, and cherrybark 
oak--have much higher coefficient s of determinat ion; all above 60 percent . 
The low values for southern red oak and white oak are difficult to 
expla in . It may be that the variables used were in inefficient form, or 
the best variable may not even have been included .  An examination of 
scatter dia grams for the a ssociat ion of tree s ite index and topographic  
position, an important variable in all five spe cies re lations , did not 
appear to indicate suffic ient curvilinearity to require transformat ion . 
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The first suspicion might be directed toward extreme variability of 
the material . That this wa s  not extreme , however,  is  apparent from an in-
spection of the statistics  of the height at fifty years of the different 
species ( Ta.ble IV) .  
TABLE IV. Differences  in height at fifty years within 
species samples .  
Specie s  Range Standard deviat ion 
( feet ) ( feet ) 
Southern red oak 48 - 97 9 - 70 
White oak 34 - 89 13 - 74 
Tulip poplar 59 - 102 11 . 43 
Sweet gum 57 - 109 11 - 74 
Cherrybark oak 64 - 114 12 . 06 
Surprisingly, differences in the standard deviat ions were not 
great . Great variat ions , then, did not appear to  be the cause of the 
small amount of expla ined variation in the southern red oak regress ions . 
Nor , apparently, was lesser variation a possible explanat ion of the high 
R2 in cherrybark oak . 
The significance of R for the nine -variable regress ions wa s  
tested against tabular value s  determined by Snedecor (Guilford 1956, 
pp . 538-539 ) with the results given in Table V .  
�LE V.  Coefficient s  of multiple correlation (R ) for 
the nine-variable equat ion of ea ch species . 
Spe cie s 
Southern red oak 
White oak 
Tulip poplar 
Sweet gum 
Cherrybark oak 
1 
2 
3 
not significant 
significant at the 1-percent level 
six-variable equat ion 
R 
1 0 . 451 ns 
0 . 418 ns 
0 . 822 **2 
0 . 780 ** 
0 . 841 **3 
Southern red oak . The regressions for southern red oak showed 
7.2 
poor associat ion of s ite index with the environmental factors . With all 
2 nine variables pre sent the coeffic ient of determination, R , was 0 . 204, 
which was adjusted to 0 . 071 in re cognition of the size of the sample , so 
the portion of growth as soc iated with variations in the nine variables 
all together was very low--7 percent as  a conservat ive estimate . 
Dropping off success ively the variables contributing the lea st 
to the regress ion sum of square s ( Table VI )  led to dis carding x9, nom­
inal percent s ilt in the 10 to 30 inch layer ; x5, basal area of the 
stand ; and x4 , slope length above the tree . The best equation of the 
6-variable regress ions , which remained at thi s stage , was s ignificant 
at the 5-percent level . 
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TABLE VI . Regressions of tree site index of southern red oak on environ­
mental factors listed in sequence of the highest sums of 
squares ,  dropping one variable at a time . 
Number of Variables present variables 
9 xlx2x3x4x�6
XTXsX9 
ns 
8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ns 
7 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 ns 
6 1 2 3 6 7 8 *1 
5 1 2 3 7 8 * 
4 1 2 3 8 * 
3 1 2 3 ** 
2 1 3 ** 
1 3 ** 
Variables 
separated 
9 ns 
5 ns 
4 ns 
6 ns 
7 ns 
8 ns 
2 ns 
1 ns 
0 . 204 
0 . 203 
0 . 202 
0 . 199 
0 . 194 
0 . 186 
0 . 171 
0 . 159 
0 . 128 
1 Signifi cant at the 5-percent level . 
The dropping of separate variables was continued with the loss of 
x7, depth to mottling; x8, aeration porosity of the 0-10 inch layer ; x2 , 
direction of slope or exposure ; and x1, topographic position.  All these 
variables when tested were shown to add no significant amount to the reduc-
t ion in variability occasioned by the use of the regression equation . At 
this stage the sole remaining variable was x3 , apparent surface drainage 
(Table VII ) .  
TABLE VII . Analysis of variance of tree site indices of southern red oak . 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
variation freedom sg,uares sg,uare 
Regression, Y on x3 
1 758 . 311 758 . 311 9 . 10** 
Residual 62 5167 . 173 83 . 342 
Total 63 5925 . 484 
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When the factors were tested as sinsle variable s ,  x1 , topographic 
position, and x3 , apparent surface drainage , proved to be s ignificant , the 
former at the 5-percent level and the latter at the 1-percent level . Variable 
x1, although it added no significant reduct ion to the residual sum of squares 
in the regression of Y on x3 , was significant as a single variable , and x3 
added a significant reduction to this residual sum of squares (Table VIII ) .  
TABLE VIII . Analysis of variance of the regression of tree site index (Y)  
of southern red oak on topographic position (X1 ) and apparent surface dra inage (x3 ) testing the contribution of x3 to the , regression .  
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F variation freedom squares square 
Regression, Y on x1x3 2 939 . 227 469 . 614 5 · 74
** 
Regression x1 1 587 . 143 587 . 143 
Added reduction 
due to x3 
1 3 52 . 084 3 52 . 084 4 . 31* 
Residual 61 4986 . 257 81 . 742 
Total 63 5925 . 484 
For these reasons the be st e quat ion �or southern red oak was con-
sidered to be that including both x1 and x3 : 
Y : 80 . 8386 + 1 . 38163X1 - 3 - 97032X3 
This was rounded to, 
y : 8o . 8  t 1 . 4x1 - 4 . ox3 
Standard error of estimate was 9 . 0 .  Mean estimated Y was 73 . 2  The 
95-percent confidence interval would extend 18 �eet either side of the re-
gress ion line { t . 05 = 2 . 000, d . f . : 61 ) . Clearly the predictive equation 
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for southern red oak is of little value , but it should be remembered that 
thi s is  for s ingle trees and the average on a particular site would have a 
narrower confidence interval . 
The he ight of southern red oak at fifty years wa s  associated to a 
limited extent with difference s in drainage . Locat ions where dra inage was 
excessive were poor site s ,  and where dra inage was not so great or was even 
retarded, s ites were better . Within drainage cla sses some difference in 
growth was associated with topographic position, the lower slope posit ions 
being better than pos it ions near or on the ridges . 
White oak . Variation was slightly higher in white oak and this in 
part (but probably only in part ) expla ined the lower coeffic ient of deter­
mination in this species . 
Examinat ion of the mean squares of the separate variables showed 
only x1, topographic posit ion, to be significant , and that only at the 
3 · 3-percent level . All . the other factors tested singly did not show any 
s ignificance . The hi ghest of these was x9, percent s ilt in the 10-30 layer , 
which had an F value showing a probability of 0 . 185, or about one chance 
in five of occurring fortuitously . 
Analys is in sequence ,  following the largest regression sums of 
squares ,  took the pattern of Table IX in white oak . Apparently the best 
equat ion for predicting white oak growth was a s imple regression of height 
growth on topographic pos ition, but it explained only a very small part of 
the variation (unadjusted r2 was 0 . 086) . The equation expre ssing this 
relat ion was 
Y : 52 . 2  + 3 . 0X1 
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TABLE IX . Regressions of tree site index of white oak on environmental 
factors listed in sequence of the highest sums of squares ,  
dropping one variable a t  a time . 
Number of Variables pre sent Variable R2 variables separated 
9 xlx2x3x4x�6x�8x9 ns 0 . 175 
8 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 ns 5 ns 0 . 175 
7 1 2 3 4 7 8 9 ns 6 ns 0 . 175 
6 1 2 4 7 8 9 ns 3 ns 0 . 173 
5 1 2 7 8 9 ns 4 ns 0 . 167 
4 1 2 7 9 ns 8 ns 0 . 162 
3 1 7 9 * 2 ns 0 . 155 
2 1 9 * 7 ns 0 . 122 
1 1 * 9 ns 0 . 086 
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Calculated mean Y was 61 . 6  and the standard error of estimate was 13 . 3 . 
The 95-percent confidence interval would be a band extending 27 feet above 
and below the regre ssion line at the mean . The great extent of the vari-
ation is evident from the dispersion of the individual points as shown in 
Figure 4 .  
The predict ive equat ion for white oa k  wa s  thus of even less  value 
than that for southern red oak, but again it should be recognized that the 
equation predicts for s ingle �ree s ,  and the average on any one relat ively 
homogeneous s ite would be more prec'ise . 
Southern red oak and white oak were , of the five species studied, 
the one s showing the least associat ion between independent variables and 
growth . The three rema ining species  studied, tulip poplar, sweet gum, 
and cherrybark oak, showed a hi gh degree of assoc iation of the growth 
2 1 variable with independent variables of s ite . The R for tulip pop ar 
was 0 . 676; for sweet gum, 0 . 608 ; and for cherrybark oak, 0 . 707 for the 
9-variable regress ions . 
Tulip poplar . Tested individually in simple regress ions , only 
three of the nine independent variables used in the regres sions proved 
s ignificantly related to individual tree site index of tulip poplar . 
Topographic pos ition (x1 ) wa s  highly significant, and apparent surfa ce 
drainage (x
3
) and nominal aeration poros ity of the surface soil (x8) 
were significant . 
Tulip poplar regress ions were highly significant at the 9-variable 
stage . Dropping in each case the least effective variable ( Table X )  
successively eliminated x9, nominal percent silt in the 10-30 inch layer ; 
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Fig .  4. Regression of tree s ite index of white oak on topographic 
posit ion and scatter diagram of the site indices of the 
sample trees .  
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x3, apparent surface drainage ; x4 , slope length above the tree ; x5, basal 
area ; x6, competition index ; and x8, nominal aerat ion poros ity .  None of 
these contributed a s ignificant addition to the regress ion sum of squares . 
TABLE X . Regressions of tree site index of tulip poplar on environmental 
factors listed in sequence of the highest sums of square s ,  dropping 
one variable at a time . 
Number of Variables present Variable R2 variables separated 
9 xlx2x3x4x�6
XTKsX9 
** 0 . 676 
8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ** 9 ns 0 . 675 
7 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 ** 3 ns o � 67o 
6 1 2 5 6 7 8 ** 4 ns 0 . 662 
5 1 2 6 7 8 ** 5 ns 0 . 625 
4 1 2 7 8 ** 6 ns 0 . 612 
3 1 2 7 ** 8 ns 0 . 565 
2 1 7 ** 2 * 0 . 459 
1 1 ** 7 ** 0 .275 
The three variables rema ining at that point each contributed a s ig-
nificant addition to the regression sum of square s .  They were x2 , direction 
of exposure , s ignificant at the 5-percent level ; x7, depth to mottling, 
significant at the 1-percent level;  and x1 , topographic posit ion, significant 
at the 1-percent level (Table XI ) . Depth to mottling had a low value by 
itself , but in the presence of slope direct ion or topographic pos it ion, it 
had a great effect . Apparent surface drainage and nominal aeration poro-
sity, variables that had significant mean square ratios in simple regress ions , 
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showed no great effect when grouped with others . This  wa s  probably because 
drainage ,  porosity, and mottling are related fa ctors . 
TABLE XI . Analys is  of variance of tree site indices of tulip poplar 
test ing the contribution of variables other than x1, x2 , and x7 . 
Source of Degree s  of Sum of Mean F variat ion freedom squares square 
Regr . ,  9 var . 9 2651 . 55 294 . 62 4 . 88** 
Regr . x1x2x7 3 2215 . 96 738 . 65 
Added reduction 
due to other 
variables 6 43 5 · 59 72 . 60 1 . 20ns 
Res idual 21 1268 . 39 60 . 40 
Total 30 3919 . 94 
The predictive equat ion for tulip poplar was 
The standard error of est imate was 7 . 9 ,  indicating a 95 percent 
confidence interval 16 feet above and below the regression line at the 
mean ( 84 . 3 ) .  
� gum . Simple regressions of height growth at fifty years of 
sweet gum on separate independent variables showed very high significance 
for topographic pos ition and apparent surface drainage , high s ignificance 
for depth to mottling, and s ignificance at the 5-percent level for slope 
length above the tree . The variance rat io of each s imple regression is  
shown in Table XII . 
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Fig . 5 ·  Regre s s ion of tree s ite index of tulip poplar on topographic 
position, direct ion of exposure , and depth to mottling . 
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De spite five variables proving significant in s imple regress ions , 
most of the variables could have been dropped from the 9-variable regres-
s ian without los ing added reduction of significance . 
TABLE XII . Effectiveness  of the independent variables in s imple 
regressions of the tree site index of sweet gum . 
Variable 
X1 Topographic position 
x2 Direct ion of slope 
x3 Apparent surface dra inage 
x4 Slope length above tree 
x5 Basal area 
X6 Compet ition index 
x7 Depth to mottling 
x8 Porosity of 0-10" layer 
x9 S ilt in 10-30" layer 
F 
74 . 61 ** 
0 . 74 
39 - 89 ** 
3 . 98 * 
2 . 82 
4 . 16 * 
13 . 84 ** 
2 . 54 
1 . 60 
The first of the variables dropped,  when the path of the large st 
sums of square s was followed, was x
7
, depth to mottling (Table XIII ) . 
In simple regress ion this factor proved to be highly si gnificant , but it 
a dded little to the 8-variable regre ssion .  After this followed x4 , 
slope length above the tree ( s ignificant in s imple regress ion ) ; x5, basal 
area ; x9, s ilt content of the 10-30 inch layer ; and x2 , direction of slope . 
The remaining variables ,  x1 and x3 ( topographic pos ition and apparent 
surface drainage ) , were significant in combinat ion and also in simple 
regre ssions . 
TABLE XIII . Regress ions of tree site index of sweet gum on environmental 
factors listed in sequence of the highe st sums of squares ,  
dropping one variable a t  a time . 
Number of Variables present Variable R2 variables seEarated 
9 xlx2x3x4x�6xrx8x9 ** 0 . 608 
8 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 ** 7 ns 0 . 607 
7 1 2 3 5 6 8 9 ** 4 ns 0 . 607 
6 1 2 3 5 6 9 ** 8 ns 0 . 607 
5 1 2 3 5 9 ** 6 ns 0 . 603 
4 1 2 3 9 ** 5 ns 0 . 597 
3 1 2 3 ** 9 ns 0 . 588 
2 1 3 ** 2 ns 0 . 565 
1 1 ** 3 * 0 . 523 
All variables but x1 and x3 
were shown to add a negligible reduc ­
tion to the regression ( Table XIV) . The regression of the remaining 
variables--X1 and x3 - -proved si gnificant , and either variable added to 
the reduction, though variable x1 , topographic posit ion, was more 
effective as  seen from the F values of tests of the reduction added by 
variables x1 and x3 
( Table XV) .. 
The regression equation ava ilable for prediction of he ight growth 
in sweet gum was 
The standard error of estimate was 7 - 9 ,  which �ve a 95 percent 
confidence interval of 16 feet above and below the regress ion line at the 
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mean ( 83 . 1 ) . Thus this pre dictive equa.t ion a l s o  is not very pre c i se for 
individua l tree s . 
TA:BLE XIV. Analys i s  of variance of tree s ite indices of swe e t  gum test ing 
the c ontribut ion of variables other than x1 and x3 to regre s s i on .  
S ource of 
variat i on 
Degree s  of Sum of Mean 
free dom sguare s Sguare 
F 
Regre s s ion, 9 9 variable s 5775 . 32 641 . 70 10 . 33 ** 
Regr . x1x3 2 53 68 . 22 2684 . 11 
Added due to 1 X2456789 
407 . 10 ns 
R e s i dua l 60 3727 . 17 62 . 13 
Total 69 9503 . 09 
�LE XV. Analys i s  of var iance of tree s i te indi c e s  of sweet gum, c omparing 
the c ontr ibut ion of variable x1! topographic pos i t i on, and x3 , apparent surfa ce dra ina ge , t o  �he pre d ict ive e quat i on .  
Source of 
var iat i on 
Regre s s ion, x1x3 
Regr . x 1 
Added reduc t i on 
Degree s  of 
freedom 
2 
1 
Sum of 
squares 
53 68 . 22 
4971 . 72 
Mean 
sguare 
2684 . 11 
4971 . 72 
F 
due to x3 1 ;:::-:�-l...-.------:-----::.:
39
:
6:.::.. 5:0_�3
96. 50 6. 42 * 
Regr . x3 1 
A dded reduct ion 
due to xl 1 
Re s idual 
Total 
3513 . )4 3513 . 54 
1854 . 68 1854 . 68 3 0 . 05 ** 
4134 . 87 61 . 71 
9503 . 09 
The graphical portrayal of thi
1s re la t i on i s  presented in F igure 6 .  
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Fig . 6.  R e gre s s ion of tree s i t e  index of swe e t  gum on topographic 
pos i t i on and apparent surfa c e  dra ina ge . 
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Height growth in sweet gum apparently was closely related to position on 
the slope and drainage class ,  the poorer sites be ing on the ridges and the 
better ones in the bottoms . This of course was  an a spect of the moisture 
regime near the tree ,  the lower sites being more moist . Drainage also 
affected the moisture regime . Apparently in sweet gum the increased moia-
ture available under poor drainage conditione was advantageous . Note that 
on the graph a unit change in topographic position and a unit change in 
dra inage have about the same magnitude of effect on height at 50 years . 
Cherrybark � ·  It was found from scatter diagrams that due to 
limited sampling three of the variables used in regressions of cherrybark 
oak were b ia sed and bunched in such a way as to give unwarranted high 
values of correlation . These variables :  x1 , topographic position; x2 , 
direction of exposure ; and x4, slope length above the tree ,  were ex­
cluded from the series of regressions , with a consequent general lower-
2 
ing of values of B 
TABLE XVI .  Begressions of tree s ite index of cherrybark oak 
mental factors listed in sequence of the highest 
squares ,  dropping one variable at a time . 
Number of Variables present Variable variables seEarated 
6 X3
Xrf6
XfsX9 
** 
5 3 5 6 7 9 ** 8 na 
4 3 5 6 7 ** 9 ns 
3 3 5 7 ** 6 ns 
2 3 5 ** 7 ns 
1 3 ** 5 * 
on environ-
sums of 
R2 
0 . 707 
0 . 707 
0 . 679 
0 . 661 
0 . 615 
0 . 465 
Following the sequence of the largest sums of squares and testing 
the contribution of separated variables ( Table XVI ) led to the discard of 
all remaining variables ( Table XVII ) but x3 , 
apparent surface dra inage , 
and x5 , ba sal area . 
TABLE XVII . Analys is  of variance of tree s ite index of cherrybark oak 
testing the significance of variable s in regre ss ions . 
Source of 
variat ion 
Regress ion, 
X3X5
X6Xf8X9 
Regr . x3x5 
Added reduction 
due to x6789 
Res idual 
Total 
Degrees of 
freedom 
6 
2 
4 
14 
20 
Sum of Mean F squares square 
2057 . 43 342 . 90 5 . 62 ** 
1789 . 39 894 . 70 
268 . 04 67 . 01 1 . 10 ns 
853 . 81 60 . 99 
2911 . 24 
The equation employing the two s ignificant variables accounted for 
approximately 46 percent of the variation in tree site index of cherrybark 
oak . Thi s predictive equation wa s :  
y : 95 · 7  - 8 . 1X3 + 0 . 1X5 . 
Mean estimated Y was 95 . 8  and the standard error of estimate was 
7 · 9 ·  The 95-percent confidence interval would extend about 16 feet above 
and below the mean . The predictive equation is pre sented graphi cally in 
Figure 7 ·  
Species -Variable C omparisons 
By way of summary, Table XVIII shows the five species studied and 
the nine variable s with those that proved s ignificant in simple regressions 
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Fig. 7 .  Regre s s ion of tree site index of cherrybark oak on apparent 
surface dra ina ge and ba sa l area of the stand . 
marked for each species . C onne cted circles show the combinations of vari ­
ables that proved most effective . 
The most consistently effective variable was topographic pos ition, 
and the next most effective was apparent surface drainage . Both of these 
are classificat ion variables and are to a certa in degree sub ject ive . Stand 
variable s ,  basal area and c ompetition index, were not prominent , being 
a ssociated only with s ite index of cherrybark oak and sweet gum, respect ive­
ly, and that only in simple regre s sions . Some variables in combination did 
not have the effect they did in simple regress ions , and others that had no 
effect ae s ingle variables were effective in combinations with others . 
Species C omposition and Tree Site Index 
The data on the specie s  composit ion at each s ite showed that there 
was a certain correlation of s ite differences with the series of critical 
specie s . This relation was weak, however , so the predictive value of 
species presence or absence on the s ites seemed quest ionable . The relations 
tested were e lusive , and the methode of testing were not rigorous . The 
relatione apparent seemed hardly strong enough to be reduced to a system­
atic set of rules .  
Table XIX shows the species  composit ion and product ivity data of sweet 
gum .  This wa s  the best correlation observed in any of the five spec ies 
studied . Though the relation wa s  not strong there wa s  a definite banding 
of the data . High productivity rate s  tended to be assoc iated with the 
presence of river birch, and low rates with the presence of blackjack oak, 
black oak, poet oak, and white oak . The relation was not nearly as  marke d  
in the other specie s  of the study, although there seemed a n  indication that 
TABLE XVII I . S ignificance of the separate variables in s imple regressions , and the most 
effective combinations of variables in multiple re gress ions . 
� 
Cherrybark Southern White oak Tulip Sweet gum Variable I"ed oak poplar oak 
xl 
Topographic * l * ** c ** ( ( omitted)  pos ition 
x2 
Direction of ( omitted )  e:xposure 
x_3� 
Apparent surface ** * ** ** 
drainage 
x4 Slope length * ( omitted above tree 
x5 Ba sal area * 
x6 C ompetition index * 
x7 Depth to ** mottling 
X Aer,ation porosity 8 of 0-10" l�zer 
* 
x9 Percent s ilt in 10-30" layer � - - -- '-- �- -- -�� 
( Combinations were significant at the 1-percent leve l .  Variables excluded from the final 
cherrybark oak equations were omitted because the ir distributions were b iased in the 
samples obta ined . )  
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE XIX. 
He ight 
at 50 
� ( 
105-109 
100-104 
95-99 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
6o-64 
55- 59 
Frequency of key species in the surrounding stand relative to the tree s ite  
index of  sweet gum .  
Black- South . Black Post White Tulip Sweet Cherry- C otton-
jack red oak oak oak Poplar gum bark wood 
oak oak oak 
1 1 
2 5 
1 6 4 
3 3 8 1 1 
4 1 1 3 10 3 
1 6 3 8 4 13 3 
3 1 4 4 2 9 1 
3 1 3 1 2 5 
2 5 1 1 2 7 1 
1 2 1 2 3 
1 1 
River 
birch 
1 
4 
7 
4 
4 
\0 1--' 
on sites bearing tulip poplar or white oak of relatively high tree s ite 
index, sweet gum was more frequent . 
Some correlation was noted on southern red oak site s - -a slight 
associat ion of high tree index with greater frequency of sweet gum, and 
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of lower tree index with greater frequency of bla ckjack oak.  High tree 
s ite index values for sweet gum seemed assoc iated with greater frequency 
of river birch in adjacent stands . The species observed growing in stands 
with cherrybark oak showed almost no a ssociation with variations in s ite 
productivity for that spec ies . On sweet gum s ites ,  southern red oak wa s  
present on such a wide variety of s ites that it seemed out o f  place in 
the array of specie s .  It  occurred on much more productive sites than the 
species usually a ssociated with it , and even on more productive s ites than 
white oak . 
Soil Series and Tree Site Index 
Table XX lists the s oils of the Plantation ( following Overton et al . ,  
1951 ) and in neighboring columns shows by species the number of individual 
trees studied on each of these soils . Some soils were not sampled at all ,  
and the soils that were sampled were not sampled with like intensity for 
each species . Prominent in the first of the se groups were productive 
agricultural soils and also a few soils only sparingly represented on the 
Plantation .  What is  not apparent from the table i s  that in addition to 
the soil and species variations , there were also differences due to loca­
tion, since sites were sampled in seventeen different sampling areas . 
Since the data are incomplete , few orthogonal compari sons of the 
productivity of these soils in terms of tree site index were poss ible . 
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TABLE XX. Soils of the Ames Plantation and the number of sample trees 
examined on each by spe c ie s . 
Soil series Southern White Tulip Sweet Cherrybark Total red oak oak ;EO;Elar � oak 
Memphis 9 4 7 20 
Loring 4 10 3 1 1 19 
Grenada 
Calloway 
Henry 
Lexington 11 3 1 5 20 
Ruston 14 8 5 6 33 
Susquehanna 
Gullied Land 1 12 7 3 3 1 26 
Tigrett 5 9 3 6 1 24 
:Briensburg 1 4 1 6 
Dyer 
Gully Wash 1 6 4 6 10 26 
Lintonia 1 1 2 
R ichland 
Olivier 
Calhoun 
Dexter 2 1 1 4 
Freeland 
Chattahoochee 2 2 
Hyman 
Ina 1 5 14 10 3 0 
:Beechy 2 4 2 8 
Tombigbee 
Sand Overwash 1 3 2 2 8 5 20 
1 Not a soil serie s ,  but a "miscellaneous land type" used by 
Overton et al . ( 1951 ) in class ifying Ames Plantation soils . 
When sampling within a compartment had been so intens ive that data were 
ava ilable on a number of soils bearing the same specie s ,  comparisons of 
soil effects were possible . 
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Since the analys is of variance specifies samples displaying normal 
distribut ion, and s ince it was probable that the s ite productivity values 
were not normally distributed ,  they were transformed before computations 
were made . The tree site indices were converted first to percentages of 
the highest value for each specie s  ( if 110 wa s  the highest tree s ite index 
it constituted 100 percent , and an index value of 99 was then 90 percent ) . 
The arc s in transformat ion was used on these value s . 
Comparison of all species pooled ( omitting only cherrybark oak) 
on Memphis and on Loring soils showed error mean square much larger than 
that for soils differences . Error mean square in this case wa s  probably 
largely made up of species difference s .  
Comparison within one compartment of southern red oak on Memphis ,  
Lexington, and Ruston soils , and Gullied Land, one of the "miscellaneous 
land types"  of the Overton report , showed mean square from soils differ­
ences to be much smaller than mean square from random variation, hence 
the differences  were far from significant . 
C omparison of sweet gum on Tigrett and on Sand Overwash was also 
inconclusive , as  was a comparison of the same species on Ina and Sand 
Overwash, two bottomland soils in a s ingle location, the bottom near the 
old Duscoe house ( Table XXI). 
Some few orthogonal comparisons were possible between sampling 
areas ,  with species  and soil serie s constant . Sweet gum growing on Ina 
soil at four s ites showed no mean square of any s ignificance . 
TABLE XXI .  Analysis  of variance of angles ::: arc s in 
V OfO maximum tree s ite index to test soil 
series differences as  shown in growth of 
sweet gum .  
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom squares square 
Soils (Ina vs . 
95 
F 
Sand Overwash ) 1 92 . 0326 92 . 0326 1 . 19 ns 
Error 6 464 . 6774 77 - 4462 
Total 7 556 . 7100 
Nor on upland sites were any great differences  found . Southern red 
oak growing on Ruston soil at four different locations allowed the test 
in Table XXII . Differences of locat ion and differences  in soil series 
seem to be about of the same magnitude . 
TABLE XXII . Analys is of variance of angles = arc s in 
V � maximum tree site index of southern red 
oak test ing soil·S differences  by sampling 
areas . 
S ource of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
variation freedom sg,uare s sg,uare 
Sampling areas 3 217 . 8615 72 . 6205 
Error 10 500 . 0763 50 . 0076 
Total 13 717 - 9378 
F 
1 . 45 ns 
It  was apparent that soil product ivity differences  were not very 
c losely a ssociated with differences in soil series . There seemed to be 
a great range in productivity within series . 
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Figures 8 and 9 depict this range within soil serie s graphically . 
Here are shown, for the soils entering into the study observations , ranges 
of tree s ite indices  for white oak and sweet gum . The soils are arranged 
in order of topographic pos ition from upland to  bottom, and within each 
of these groupings , in order of decreas ing drainage . The white oak and 
sweet gum charts are presented because they seemed representative . In 
analys i s ,  charts like these were also drawn for southern red oak, tulip 
poplar, and cherrybark oak .  
The white oa k  range s were espec ially wide , wider than those in 
any other species,  with much overlapping of the range s for different 
soils . The wide ranges apparent in the figure show the great variability 
of this  spe cies . 
The second figure , that for sweet gum, shows a great amount of 
overlapping in s ite indices of that spe c ies too . Also apparent is  an 
increase in s ite index ranges as  soils of lower topographic  position are 
cons idered . Such ordering was not found in any other spe c ies . 
The conclusion was that there was so much overlapping of ran@8 s of 
product ivity of any one spe cies on different soil series that the series 
was at best only a very approximate forest productivity indicator . 
The spe c ies  not included in the figures were not es sentia lly diff­
erent . In southern red oak all Memphis ,  Loring, Lintonia s ite s were included 
within the range of the Ruston sites . All other s ite s recorded were mostly 
within this  range , but for Gullied Land the poorest site value was below 
this range , and for Tigrett , Gully 'Wash, and Sand Overwash, the best site 
was slightly above it . Tulip poplar sites showed even more similarity, 
Soil Series I Tre e  Si t e  Index i n  Fe et  30 40 50 60 70 80 
Memphis �) 
Lor i n g  ( 1 0) 
Lex i n gt on I (4) 
Ruston (7) 
Gul l ied land �8) 
T i g re t t  
Brie n s b u r g  
r _ ( I )  
G u l ly wash I (5) 
Linto n i a  
Dexter  ..1-<3) 
C hatta h o o che (2) 
I na I I _ ( I )  
B e e c h y  
Sa n d  overwosh l I I I I t2) 
Fig . 8 .  Ranges of tree s i te ind i c e s  of white oak withi n the s oi l  
series s tudie d . Number of sample tre e s  in parenthe s e s . 
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Fig . 9 .  Ra nge s of tree s i t e  ind i c e s  of swe e t  gum wi thin the s o il 
serie s s tudi ed . Number of sample tre e s  in parenthe s e s . 
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with marked overlapping between site values on different soil series . 
Among the very few observations on cherrybark oak, soils of upland 
sites were low, and bottomland soils were high, but ranges overlapped 
greatly . 
It was expected that tree grade would be highly correlated with the 
productivity of the site . In order to test this ,  coeffic ients of corre-
lat ion for the associat ion of these two factors were calculated . Since the 
higher the grade the lower the grade number , correlat ion of better grades 
with better s ites would have been negative . The values were very low 
(Table XXII! ) .  Scatter dia grams of tree s ite index values in relat ion to 
TABLE XXIII . Correlation of tree s ite index 
and tree grade,  by species . 
Species C orrelation coefficient 
Southern red oak -0 . 022 
White oak o . no 
Tulip poplar o . o66 
Sweet gum -0 . 383 
Cherrybark oak - 0 . 267 
grade for ea ch species revealed great variation in index values within 
each grade . 
The highest coefficient of correlation, the one for sweet gum , ex-
pla ined little more than ten percent of the variation in tree grade by 
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assoc iating it with variation in tree s ite index . The lack of correlation 
was surprising because high s ite quality and high tree qual ity are commonly 
thought to be assoc iated . Proceeding on this  assumption, Trimble and 
Weitzman ( 1956) also had disappointing re sults when studying upland oaks . 
They found clear length of bole a poor index of s ite ; standard error of 
estimate was 27 percent . 
A possible cause of the lack of correlat ion lies in the methods of 
grading hardwoods . Hardwood grades are much affected by the presence of 
small defects other than knots ,  whi ch unlike knots ,  do not seem to be 
lacking in large trees . Though high s ite index would usually mean few 
limb s ,  in hardwoods it would not necessarily mean few defe cts . 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
� Quality Determinations in Uneven-Aged Forests 
For uneven-aged stands the determinat ion of site index is  difficult . 
Thi s is espec ially so if the effect ive variables vary with the spec ies , as 
well they may . Most site index work ha s  been done in even-a �d stands where 
stand averages could be obtained . For the measurement of stand dimensions , 
averages would of course be more reliable than data from separate trees .  
When correlation of two variables is  being explored,  however,  a series of 
individual pairs of values is more reliable than average s at several points . 
The method used in this  study to derive indices of site productivity 
--the construct ion of height growth curves for single trees based on height 
and age mea surements--was an attempt to cope with the problem of site index 
determinat ion in uneven-aged stands . The � � index was regarded as  
a b iological datum, limited only to the extent that it was for some trees 
an interpolation of a curve . 
Although the study ' s  original purpose was not to test the method 
used, it did afford an opportunity for evaluating it . From the results 
with sweet gum, tulip poplar, and cherrybark oak, it was apparent that 
the method could be used in testing the association of tree site  index 
with s ite variables ,  but there was little precision in the data . Although 
height growth was a ssociated with certain variables ,  there was great vari­
ation around predicted values . This  was probably due to us ing individual 
tree data . Thus there was much variation from tree to tree that would 
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not have been apparent had all tree measurements been referred to a set of 
standard site index curve s . 
Cons idering the results more spec ifically, the low values of the co­
efficients of determinat ion for southern red oak and white oak were appar­
ently not due to exce ss ive or unanticipated variat ion in height , apart from 
the a ssociation between it and any variable ( see Table IV) . The most 
probable cause of la ck of associat ion was fa ilure to pick the best a ssoci­
ated variable . 
Topographic pos it ion (variable x1 ) ,  which proved to be closely 
related to growth in tulip poplar and sweet gum , wa s not an effe ct ive 
variable in southern red oak and white oak .  This  may mean that on slope 
sites the variability of tree s ite index for the se oak spe cies was not 
great . This is not ent irely surpris ing, since these spe cies were only 
occasionally encountered at the topographic extreme where tulip poplar 
and sweet gum made their best growth . 
Site Productivity 
Productivity seemed generally to be related to the coarser aspe cts 
of site assoc iated with soil moisture . Topographic pos ition and the de gree 
of drainage were important indicators . 
The cons istency of the relations varied with the spe cies . Relat ive ­
ly little of the variation of growth of southern red oa k  and white oak 
could be associated with site factor variation .  The a ssoc iat ion wa s  much 
stronger in tulip poplar, sweet gum, and cherrybark oak . 
It  was not apparent whether the relat ions found were functional . Of 
course,  as  far as  predi ction is involved, it doe s not matter as  long as  they 
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predict successfully and consistently . Even though the relation is not 
fully understood, it can be used . 
Species composition was found to be associated with s ite product iv­
ity in a general way, but the relat ion could not be expre ssed with precision, 
so its usefulness in delimiting sites would not be great . 
Indications were found that product ivity was associated with soil 
series to a certa in degree ; so that , for example , growth of sweet gum on 
the average would be expected to be better on Ina and Beechy than on Memphis  
or Lexington . There was much overlapping of productivity ranges on dif'­
ferent soil series so that series class ificat ion would not furnish a prec ise 
estimate . 
Effects of environmental factors . It  was concluded that among the 
species studied topographic position was the most important factor in s ite 
productivity . When tested for its correlation with tree s ite index, topo­
graphic pos ition was significant in simple regressions with all four of 
the species in which it was teste d .  ( I t  wa s  disregarded in cherrybark 
oak because of probable bias  of the sample . )  Moreover, the more complex 
multiple regressions , when significant, usually included thi s variable in 
the combination .  
Apparent surfa ce drainage,  another expre ssion of the water regime , 
was the factor next in importance . As  a single variable , the only specie s  
in which i t  was not significant was white oak . It  gave an e specially high 
mean square ratio in sweet gum and one fa irly high in cherrybark oak . 
Dra inage also proved an important ingredient of combinat ions of factors in 
multiple regressions in sweet gum and cherrybark oak, but not in tulip poplar 
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or white oa k .  With southern red oak, drainage class  was the most impor­
tant factor . 
Other var iables proving important were aeration poros ity for tulip 
poplar ; slope length, competition index, and soil depth to mottling for 
sweet gum ; and basal area for cherrybark oak . 
Some of the variable s ,  while they did not show significant te sts ,  
did contribute an appre ciable amount t o  the regre ssion sum of square s .  
Thus in southern red oak, the only variable of significance in multiple 
regress ions was dra inage , and yet the addition of another variable , though 
it tested not si gnificant , did raise the coefficient of determination from 
0 . 128 to 0 . 159 . 
Susse stions for Future Studies 
The study could be extended by covering more specie s . More of the 
critical spe cie s of the stand composition phase , and species of interest 
regardless  of the ir c ommercial value , could be investigated . 
The data on soils features related to the moisture regime could be 
strengthened by the use of field methods intended to test these feature s .  
Now that the extens ive phase of the study has been passed, field sampling 
of soils specifically for the determinat ion of moi sture content , porosity, 
and for mechanical analysis  would yield much stronger data . 
The area studied was quite small . If pre dictive equations that 
apply to the study area alone can be derived from this  work, the immediate 
objective of the study will have been fulfilled . These data , however , 
should apply to a larger area surrounding the Plantat ion, in the region 
of loess-derived soi ls in we st Tennessee and probably in s imilar part s of 
north Mississippi . Te sts against local data would show the reasonable 
limits of applicat ion .  
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More soils , other soils,  could be covered to make a fuller picture 
of product ivity or to extend the range of productivity c overed . 
A whole segment of an experimental program could be built around 
the study of soil fert ility levels and the growth of hardwoods . This  
subject was not touched in  the present study . 
A challenging and elus ive problem concerns the effect s of soils on 
wood quality . Timber buyers ma intain that wood such as white oak is not 
necessarily of proper qua lity just because it is  in a big tree on a site of 
high productivity . Some quality of the wood itself, they say, can vary 
independently of ordinary grade . Features of this sort , and the effect 
known as "mineral sta in" assoc iated with certa in s ite s ,  would be fitting 
work for the study of the importance of soil characterist ics  in the growth 
of hardwood t imber . Kruckeberg ' s  analysis ( 1959) of the place of soil 
minerals in wood preservation shows the applicability of such studies  in 
a related field . 
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